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ABSTRACT
Quantitative assessment of the properties of fibrillar collagen in tissue can
yield deeper insight into structure-function correlations of the cell and its
surrounding matrix. Second-harmonic generation (SHG) microscopy is es-
pecially well-suited as an image acquisition technique, due to its specificity
to the non-centrosymmetric structure of collagen, and inherent confocality
which enables three-dimensional sectioning. SHG imaging can be undertaken
in a quantifiable manner, or combined with other techniques that highlight
desired properties.
A powerful property for characterizing collagenous tissue microstructure
is the Mueller matrix polarization response. Two polarimetric imaging ap-
proaches are demonstrated for robust Mueller matrix characterization of col-
lagenous tissue. One approach, called the two-photon Mueller matrix second-
harmonic generation (MMSHG) microscopy, involves the generalization of
Mueller matrix to the case of two-photon excitation. This 4× 9 two-photon
Mueller matrix is extracted using second-harmonic generation microscopy
and analyzed for quantitative collagen assessment. The matrix and associ-
ated degree-of-polarization parameter from different sample types and thick-
nesses are also investigated. It was observed that the polarization-dependent
degree-of-polarization distribution shape changes and a model-based bimodal
mean difference metric increases with sample thickness.
The second polarization technique which we developed, called second-
harmonic patterned polarization-analyzed reflection confocal (SPPARC) mi-
croscopy, uses the conventional linear polarimetry of confocal images, delin-
eated with a second-harmonic mask. This latter approach, combining the
metric richness of linear polarimetry with the specificity of SHG imaging,
is used for assessing collagen, as well as non-collagenous regions, in porcine
tendon and ligament. We observed differences in depolarization and circu-
lar degree-of-polarization parameters, that have potential for differentiating
ii
tissues in varying states.
Next, we present the results of SPPARC microscopy and analysis of col-
lagen on varying pathologies of breast tissues. Experiments were conducted
on a breast tissue microarray having benign tissues (BT), malignant invasive
lobular carcinoma (ILC), and benign stroma adjacent to the malignant tis-
sues (called the benign adjacent tissue, or BAT). We observed that stroma in
BAT and ILC exhibits the largest parameter differences, with collagen read-
ings in ILC showing lower depolarization, lower diattenuation and higher lin-
ear degree-of-polarization values than stromal collagen in BAT. This result
suggests that the optical properties of collagen change most in the vicinity of
tumors. A similar trend is also exhibited in the non-collagenous extrafibrillar
matrix plus cells (EFMC) region.
We finally discuss additional work involving polarization modeling, setup
optimization, and implementation of other decomposition techniques.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Second-harmonic generation imaging
Second-harmonic generation (SHG) imaging is a nonlinear imaging tech-
nique, based on the second-harmonic generation process, that has found a
broad range of applications for imaging and assessing materials. It is useful
due to its intrinsic confocality that enables three-dimensional optical section-
ing and the non-requirement of labeling that is the hallmark of fluorescence-
based methods. However, appreciable signal from samples is generated when
there is wavelength-order non-centrosymmetry; this requirement constrains
the application of SHG to samples for which there is no structural inversion
symmetry. Since surfaces break the symmetry when moving from a medium
of one refractive index to another, SHG imaging has been used for analysis of
surface properties [1–4]. In addition, many biological tissues contain fibrillar
collagen, which is non-centrosymmetric and hence quite amenable to probing
via SHG imaging. In fact, collagen is the main structural protein in mam-
mals [5] (with fibillar collagen type 1 being the major collagen type [5,6]) and
can be found in skin, cornea, cartilage, bone, tendon and ligaments [7–11].
Collagen provides cell structural support, preserves tissue architecture
[12,13] and plays an important role in cell function and development [14–16].
It can be abnormally altered by physical injury or through disorders such os-
teogenesis imperfecta, keratoconous and sarcoma [17–19]. In addition, its role
as part of the extracellular matrix (or ECM) in mediating cancer growth and
metastasis has been increasingly recognized over the years [20–22]. There-
fore, it is beneficial to image and assess collagen in order to gain more insight
into how its properties (molecular changes, structure, polarization response,
organization) may affect and/or be affected by its environment. SHG mi-
croscopy is a powerful tool for such imaging analysis of collagen, having been
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used both exclusively and in conjunction with other modalities.
1.2 Polarization-based imaging
Polarization-based (or polarization-resolved) imaging techniques are supple-
mentary techniques for enhancing contrast and/or extracting polarization
information from a sample [23–25]. The additional information achievable
is due to the inherent polarization altering properties of the sample un-
der consideration. Therefore, these methods are advantageous for imaging
anisotropic and polarization-altering media. The goals of polarization-based
experiments are to generate parameters that are representative of the sam-
ple polarization response and to deduce how they are generated by sample
structure or molecular orientation. This is useful as a diagnostic and prognos-
tic biological tool. The polarimetric approaches undertaken can range from
imaging for anisotropy ratio [26, 27] and polarized light microscopy [28, 29]
to more complex polarization matrix imaging [30–32].
1.3 The best of both worlds
This thesis focuses on work done in integrating SHG and polarization-imaging
techniques for robust assessment of tissues, particularly collagen. The funda-
mental theoretical framework and description of second-harmonic generation
and polarization is laid out in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively, along with
summary of work done in these fields. The next two chapters explore two
techniques that were developed and demonstrated during the course of my
program; the first, Mueller-matrix second-harmonic generation (MMSHG)
microscopy, is introduced in Chapter 4. The chapter also describes the exper-
imental demonstration of the microscopy technique on collagen-rich tendon
samples, and discusses the results obtained. The second technique (second-
harmonic patterned polarization-analyzed reflection confocal, or SPPARC,
microscopy), which has several advantages over the first, is described in
Chapter 5 along with its application for analysis of collagen-rich tendon and
ligament tissues. SPPARC is then applied for analysis of collagen within
and adjacent to breast invasive lobular carcinoma tumors, to demonstrate
2
its utility as a diagnostic tool in Chapter 6. Finally, conclusions are drawn
and future directions considered in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2
SECOND-HARMONIC GENERATION
IMAGING OF COLLAGEN
2.1 Motivation
2.1.1 Extracellular matrix and collagen
The extracellular matrix (ECM) is the non-cellular biological matter between
cells. Its utility in the body ranges from support for tissue integrity and elas-
ticity, and controlling tissue homeostasis via remodeling [33], to affecting cell
adhesion, differentiation and proliferation [34]. In mammals, the ECM is
composed of about 300 proteins such as collagen, proteoglycans and glyco-
proteins [35], which are typically large and complex. The structure-function
dynamics of the ECM components play important roles in cell development,
and can exacerbate existing diseases or lead to new ones.
Collagen is the most prevalent protein in mammals. It is assembled from
trimeric molecules made of three polypeptide α chains forming a triple he-
lix domain structure, can form supramolecular aggregates and is typically
deposited within the ECM [36]. It constitutes a major component of skin,
cornea, cartilage, tendons, ligaments and most of the organic matrix in bone
and dentin [37,38].
In humans, there are 28 different types of collagen. The most abundant
of these are the fibril-forming collagens (types I, II, III, V, XI, XXIV and
XXVII), with type I being the most widely occurring in skin, tendon, and
bone [37]. The molecular triple-helical structure is characterized by domains
containing mostly glycine, proline and hydroxyproline amino acids. The
sequence of amino acids is nonrepetitive and complex, giving the molecule
no inversion symmetry [39]. Collagen molecules of∼ 300 nm length and∼ 1.5
nm width are periodically staggered with respect to each other to form fibrils
with diameters of ∼20–250 µm. The fibrils function as the basic structural
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unit providing mechanical strength where required. The fibrils themselves
are aggregated into fibers with diameters of up to 500 µm [40]. Figure 2.1
shows an illustration of collagen assembly.
Figure 2.1: Assembly of collagen starting with amino acid chains, built into
α-chains, which form the triple helical collagen molecules. These combine
to form collagen fibrils, which in turn aggregate to form fibers. Adapted
from [41].
The triple-helix arrangement and molecular packing structure of collagen
result in a number of properties, one of which is the anisotropic behavior
of collagen [42]. For fibrillar collagen, the refractive index along the fiber’s
length is typically higher than that across the fiber, yielding unixial positive
birefringence [43]. If collagen fibers lose their α-helix (as occurs during ther-
mal denaturation, where collagen gains a random-coil arrangement), a loss
in birefringence becomes apparent [44].
The crystal class symmetry for collagen is not definite, as is expected
for many biological materials. Several crystallographic studies have been
carried out to determine its symmetry, and a number of them point to the
collagen molecules having two general regions, forming a triangular and a
square pattern, when looking down the helical axis [45–47]. The pattern in
the center of the square regions maintains a pseudo-tetragonal distribution,
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with helices surrounded by five nearest neighbors at roughly similar distances
away. Figure 2.2 shows an illustration of the molecular arrangement. A
separate model re-interpretation has also been given to the X-ray data leading
to a quasi-hexagonal molecular packing structure [48].
Figure 2.2: Collagen molecular packing showing the pseudo-tetragonal
crystal symmetry. The square pattern, triangular pattern and distances of
helix to neighbors are shown. Reprinted with permission from Ref [46],
Elseiver.
2.1.2 Role of collagen
Collagen plays a number of important biomechanical roles in the body, pri-
marily towards maintenance of structural integrity and elasticity of tissue
and organs. For example, type I collagen provides tensile stiffness in tendon
and aids load bearing and torsional stiffness after calcification in bone [49].
This is typically accomplished by forming fibrils, with additional mechanical
resilience introduced by formation of covalent cross-links.
Aside from biomechanical roles, collagen interaction mediated by receptors
has been observed to define cell adhesion, differentiation, growth and survival
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[50]. Furthermore, it takes part in entrapment and delivery of growth factors
during organ development, wound healing and tissue repair [51–53].
Certain abnormalities in the structure or composition of collagen can result
in diseases. As an example, mutation in one of the two genes’ encoding
of collagen type I results in the genetic disorder osteogenesis imperfecta.
This disorder is associated with increased bone fragility, low bone mass and
other connective-tissue symptoms [54]. Another example is the eye disorder,
keratoconous, which arises when the cornea weakens due to anomalies in
its structure and/or composition (including collagen fibrils) [18, 55]. One
other collagen disorder is the relatively rare sarcoma – malignant tumors of
connective tissues containing collagen [56]. Sarcomas may reveal themselves
as painless lumps (with soft tissue sarcomas) or bone pains and swelling (in
the case of osteosarcoma). In addition, there is increasing appreciation for
the role of collagen in tumor progression and metastasis, and this will be
explored in detail in Chapter 6.
Consequently, it can be seen that assessment of collagen would be im-
mensely valuable, not only for deeper understanding of its function, but
for insight on disease prevention and therapeutic actions. Collagen imag-
ing provides a robust platform for analysis by which researchers can see and
investigate the underlying structure of samples.
2.1.3 Imaging collagen
Many techniques have been used for microscopic imaging of collagen. For
example, polarized light microscopy (PLM), which is a brightfield technique
that leverages the birefringent property of collagen to enhance contrast, has
been used. By placing the sample between crossed polarizers in the optical
setup, the sample birefringence effect shows up as modulation of brightness
and color. This has been used in the study of collagen’s molecular/structural
features [57,58] and as a collagen assessment/diagnostic tool [23,43]. By using
staining dyes, such as picrosirius red, which enhance collagen anisotropic
behavior, more compelling results can be obtained [59, 60]. A shortcoming
of PLM is its limitation to two-dimensional imaging and assessment.
Another technique is electron microscopy which provides much higher res-
olution than optical methods. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has
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been used for studying articular cartilage collagen organization in joint sur-
faces [58,61,62], while the higher-resolution transmission electron microscope
(TEM) has been applied for imaging the nanostructural organization of col-
lagen in bone [63] and to determine the fibril size and structure [64]. The
good resolution achievable from electron microscopy (∼1-10 nm for SEM and
as much as 100 times better for TEM) makes it a prime candidate for viewing
collagen structures in much detail. However, several constraints can offset
the advantage, especially for biological samples. The samples go through
harsh biology-disturbing preparation procedures of having to be fixed and
dehydrated to prevent beam obstruction by vapor, since the environment
has to be a vacuum. Also, the samples are usually coated with a thin layer
of metal (such as gold) to make the samples more conductive and prevent
build-up of electrons. The requirement of dehydration has been alleviated
with the use of environmental SEM (or ESEM), but the process is still not
optimal [65].
Laser scanning confocal microscopy is another example of a microscopy
technique that has been used for collagen imaging. This is a point-scanning
modality that is quite popular in biological imaging due to its use of the
spatial pinhole for optical 3D sectioning, and which enhances the theoreti-
cal lateral resolution obtained from conventional brightfield microscopy by a
factor of ∼1.5. It has been used for imaging collagen in heart muscles [66],
heart septum [67] and cornea [68].
One shortcoming of all these techniques described is that none is specific
to the structure of collagen. This is not a disadvantage if the goal is to visu-
alize everything in a sample, but does become a drawback if there is a need
to be sensitive to only collagen. This is where SHG microscopy comes into
the picture. This nonlinear imaging technique, based on the SHG process,
demonstrates specificity to the non-centrosymmetric structure of collagen,
and can image it in isolation from other surrounding centrosymmetric bi-
ological constituents. By reason of its intrinsic confocality within the thin
focal volume where SHG occurs for focusing systems, optical sectioning is
achievable. The next sections review the theory and implementation of SHG
microscopy.
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Figure 2.3: Quantum mechanical picture illustrating photon energy
conversion for (a) second-harmonic generation and (b) two-photon
fluorescence.
2.2 Second-harmonic generation
Second-harmonic generation (SHG) is a coherent nonlinear optical scattering
process that occurs when incident light of a particular wavelength interacts in
a medium having a non-centrosymmetric structure, to yield light at half the
wavelength (or equivalently, twice the frequency). The nonlinearity is negli-
gible at low intensities, but becomes more appreciable at higher intensities, of
the order of 105 - 108 V/m [69]. Figure 2.3a shows the quantum-mechanical
picture for second harmonic generation. It makes use of virtual states for the
two-to-one photon conversion. This energy-conserving operation contrasts
with the nonlinear absorption-fluorescence characteristic that is present in
two-photon fluorescence (TPF) (shown in Fig. 2.3b). For this reason, SHG
has been variously described as coherent [2, 70] or parametric [71,72].
2.3 SHG theory
Starting off with the basic consideration of the induced polarization density
(P) due to incident field E in a lossless material, we express this as
P = 0[χ
(1)E + χ(2)E2 + χ(3)E3 + ...] , (2.1)
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where χ(j) is the j th-order susceptibility. The first term describes the lin-
ear susceptibility (χ(1)) related to the refractive index of the material by
n =
√
1 + χ(1). It is important to note that in the more general case of lossy
materials (that is, materials for which absorption is present), the nonlinear
susceptibility becomes a complex quantity relating complex amplitudes of
electric fields and polarization density. This would enable the mathemati-
cal formulation for the so-called non-parametric processes [71] involving real
states, such as two-photon fluorescence (TPF) and stimulated Raman scat-
tering (SRS).
The second term of Eq. 2.1 can be expanded as a more general formula-
tion for second-order parametric processes such as sum-frequency generation
(SFG) and difference-frequency generation (DFG), given as
Pl(2ω) =
∑
mn
χlmnEm(ω)En(ω) l,m, n = 1, 2, 3 , (2.2)
where ω is the angular frequency, χlmn is a third-rank tensor and P (2ω) is
the component polarization density along the principal axes of the material,
l is the running axis index and m and n are dummy indices. The degeneracy
of the SHG process simplifies the mathematical formulations, obviating the
need to invoke intrinsic or full permutation symmetries [71], and requiring
only consideration of the spatial symmetry (or lack thereof) of the nonlinear
medium on the order of the illuminating wavelength.
2.3.1 Spatial symmetry considerations
The important spatial symmetry property for second-harmonic generation is
that it can only occur in noncentrosymmetric media, that is, media which do
not possess a center of inversion symmetry (on the order of the wavelength
of the probing light). One intuitive way to think about it is to consider that
for a centrosymmetric material, the induced polarization (+P ) by a given
field +E should change to (−P ) given the field −E (Figure 2.4). This is
expected because both A and B will encounter the same spatial structure
(since it is symmetric), with the only change expected in the change of po-
larization density sign. However, for second-order harmonics (and ignoring
constants), P = (+E)2 = (−E)2 = −P which can only be the case if P = 0.
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Figure 2.4: Induced polarization in a centrosymmetric medium.
This suggests that the second-order signals (or even-ordered signals, for that
matter) vanish in centrosymmetric media. Insight can also be obtained using
the potential well analogy from Ch. 6 of Ref [71].
2.3.2 Coupled wave equations for SHG
We start with a form of Maxwell’s differential equations:
∇ ·D = 4piρ (2.3)
∇ ·B = 0 (2.4)
∇×E = −1
c
∂B
∂t
(2.5)
∇×H = 1
c
∂D
∂t
+
4pi
c
J . (2.6)
For majority of biological samples, we can make assumptions of absence
of free charges (ρ = 0), free currents (J = 0) and nonmagnetic materials
(µ = 1,B = H). Since the material is nonlinear, we express the displacement
field as
D = oE + 4piP , (2.7)
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where P is the induced polarization density vector and 0 is the permittivity
of free space. By taking the curl of both sides in Eq. 2.5, we obtain
∇×∇×E + 1
c2
∂2D
∂t2
= 0 (2.8)
∇×∇×E + o
c2
∂2E
∂t2
= −4pi
c2
∂2P
∂t2
. (2.9)
We know that ∇×∇×E = ∇(∇·E)−∇2E, and it can be shown that with
the slowly-varying amplitude approximation, ∇ ·E is very small. Hence Eq.
2.8 reduces to the form
−∇2E + o
c2
∂2E
∂t2
= −4pi
c2
∂2P
∂t2
(2.10)
If we split the linear and nonlinear parts of the polarization density (as in
Eq. 2.1) to
P = P L + PNL , (2.11)
then Eq. 2.10 becomes
−∇2E + o
c2
∂2E
∂t2
+
4pi
c2
∂2P L
∂t2
= −4pi
c2
∂2PNL
∂t2
(2.12)
−∇2E + 
c2
∂2E
∂t2
= −4pi
c2
∂2PNL
∂t2
, (2.13)
where  (= 0+4pi
PL
E
= 0+4pi0χ
(1)) is the linear permittivity of the medium.
Equation 2.13 is an inhomogeneous wave equation with the medium nonlinear
response as the source driving term.
Since multiple frequencies exist, we express the fields in terms of these
frequencies obtaining:
−∇2E + o
c2
∂2E
∂t2
+
4pi
c2
∂2P L
∂t2
= −4pi
c2
∂2PNL
∂t2
(2.14)
−∇2E + 
c2
∂2E
∂t2
= −4pi
c2
∂2PNL
∂t2
. (2.15)
For second-harmonic generation, the total field can be expressed as
Ep(z, t) = Ape
−j(kpz−ωpt) +
[
complex
conjugate
]
p = 1, 2 , (2.16)
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where
k1 =
ω1n(ω1)
c
, k2 =
2ω1n(2ω1)
c
, n(ω1) = ((ω1)
1
2 ) , (2.17)
and ω1 and 2ω1 are the frequencies that exist. The induced second-order
polarization vector components due to three-wave mixing fields are given
by [71]
Pi(ωm + ωn) =
∑
jk
∑
mn
χijkEj(ωm)Ek(ωn) i, j, k = 1, 2, 3. (2.18)
For the degenerate SHG case having fixed propagation and polarization di-
rections, the amplitude for each frequency component reduces to
P1(z) = 4deffE
∗
1E2 = 4deffA
∗
1A2e
−j(k2−k1)z +
[
complex
conjugate
]
(2.19)
P2(z) = 2deffE
∗
1E1 = 2deffA
2
1e
−2j(k1)z +
[
complex
conjugate
]
, (2.20)
where deff is the effective scalar value related to the second-order nonlinear
susceptibility (χ(2)). Assuming each frequency component obeys the inho-
mogeneous wave equation 2.13, we can substitute Eq. 2.16 for E and one of
Eqs. 2.19 or 2.20 for P to derive the coupled equations
dA1
dz
=
−j8piω21deff
k1c2
A2A
∗
1e
j∆kz (2.21)
dA2
dz
=
−j4piω22deff
k2c2
A21e
−j∆kz , (2.22)
where ∆k = 2k1 − k2. To get to Eqs. 2.21 and 2.22, the slowly varying
amplitude approximation has been invoked. This is valid since the first-
order rate of change of the field with respect to distance is typically much
greater than the second-order rate (
∣∣∣∂2Ap∂z2 ∣∣∣ << ∣∣∣∂Ap∂z ∣∣∣). Consider a nonlinear
medium of length L in Fig. 2.5, through which light of the fundamental
wavelength goes through. Using the undepleted-pump approximation (A1 is
constant), the field strength can be obtained by integrating over L, yielding
A2(L) =
∫ L
0
−j4piω22deff
k2c2
A21e
−j∆kzdz (2.23)
=
−j4piω22deffA21
k2c2
(1− e−j∆kL)
j∆k
. (2.24)
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Figure 2.5: Generated second-harmonic signals through a nonlinear
medium of length L.
The intensity due to this field can be expressed as
I2 =
n2c
2pi
|A2(L)|2
=
8n2piω
4
2d
2
effA
4
1
k22c
3
∣∣∣∣(1− e−j∆kL)j∆k
∣∣∣∣2
=
8n2piω
4
2d
2
effA
4
1
k22c
3
L2sinc2(
∆kL
2
) .
(2.25)
It can be observed that maximum intensity of the generated second-harmonic
occurs when the phase mismatch factor, ∆k = 0, a case that occurs when
there is phase-matching.
2.3.3 Phase matching
A plot of the intensity profile dependence on the term ∆kL
2
is shown in Fig.
2.6. The maximum intensity condition of ∆k = 0, called the perfect phase
matching condition, is achieved when the second-harmonic wave maintains
a fixed phase relationship with respect to the induced polarization. In terms
of multiple dipoles, this occurs when the atomic dipoles are properly phased
so that the generated fields add coherently to yield a total emitted field that
scales as the square of the number of generating atoms. The phase matching
condition is difficult to achieve with collinear beams because the refractive
14
Figure 2.6: Plot of intensity profile vs. ∆kL
2
index increases with frequency in general [and so, n(ω1) 6= n(2ω1)], which
violates a necessary requirement for the condition to hold.
For the case when ∆kL 6= 0, the intensity falls off as shown by the sinc-
squared function. This is the non-perfect phase matching and we observe
local maxima given by ∆kL
′
2
= bpi
2
, where b includes odd integers. This gives
2∆nωL′
2c
= b
pi
2
(2.26)
4∆npiL′
2λ
= b
pi
2
(2.27)
L′ = b
λ
4∆n
, b = 1, 3, 5, ... . (2.28)
The term L′ is the “coherence length”, which is a measure of the interaction
length that can allow for higher second-harmonic generation. The smaller
the refractive index difference is, the larger L′ is.
There are several methods of forcing phase matching. One way is to take
advantage of the anomalous dispersion property of materials that occurs close
to the absorption frequency regime of the material. The frequency can be
chosen so that the refractive index at the fundamental and second-harmonic
frequency are equal [73, 74]. A more common approach involves the use of
polarization-dependent refractive index property (or birefringence) of many
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crystals for matching the indices at different wavelengths [75–77]. By setting
the input light polarization to an optimal direction, the refractive indices for
the ordinary fundamental and extraordinary second-harmonic polarization
can be matched for maximum generation. Usually, the angle between the
propagation vector and the crystal optical axis is not 0◦ or 90◦, leading to
walk-off between the ordinary and extraordinary rays. For isotropic materials
(possessing no birefringence), periodic poling of the structure, during fabri-
cation or by using an external field, can be used to increase the second-order
generation [78, 79]. The poling can be implemented in such a way that the
optical axis of the material is periodically inverted as a function of position
within the material. This results in the inversion of the coupling coefficient
which compensates for the phase mismatch.
2.4 SHG microscopy
SHG microscopy aims to extract images from the second-harmonic signals
generated by a sample. It has emerged as a useful modality for imaging crys-
tals [80–82] and assessing surface properties [4, 83, 84]. First demonstrated
for biological applications by Freund et al. in 1986 [85], it has grown to find
applications in tissue imaging [86, 87], neuron imaging [88–90] and studies
of components such as myosin, tubulin and membrane potential measure-
ments [70, 91]. A common feature of these samples is the probing-light-
wavelength-order non-centrosymmetry. While from a crystallographic point
of view, collagen molecules have been classed as pseudo-tetragonal or ortho-
rhombic, as described in Section 2.1.1, optical SHG averages the molecular
properties over dimensions on the order of the light wavelength leading to
disappearance of local symmetries. The resulting effect is that the incident
light typically encounters cylindrical symmetry along the long axis (implying
C∞, which is itself non-centrosymmetric) [39].
A typical microscopy setup is shown in Fig. 2.7. A mode-locked femtosec-
ond pulsed laser (such as a titanium-sapphire, or Ti:sapph laser) is commonly
used as the source, since it generates ultrashort pulsed fields (less than 100
fs) which provide suitable temporal photon bunching required for apprecia-
ble SHG efficiency. For a given average power, shorter pulses imply higher
pulse peak power which yields higher SHG intensities. However, it may be
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quite difficult for extremely short pulses to get to the sample plane as they
broaden nonlinearly through optical components.
Figure 2.7: Typical SHG microscopy setup (courtesy Tung Yuen Lau)
As a point scanning technique, SHG images can be acquired by scanning
the sample or the galvanometer. The latter (more widely used) has the ad-
vantage of having faster acquisition times, due to the possibility of moving
scanning mirrors quite fast (∼ kHz range), though the field-of-view is lim-
ited. The reverse holds when scanning the sample, as there is theoretically
infinite field-of-view achievable, although the image acquisition time can be
orders of magnitude longer. The setup shown implements beam scanning us-
ing galvanometer scanning mirrors which sweep the beam through scanning
lenses and an objective lens across the sample.
The use of an objective (as a condenser) for focusing the beam enables
not only point-by-point image reconstruction, but also increased SHG ef-
ficiency via spatial photon crowding, as well as 3-D sectioning due to the
focal volume only having high enough intensity to generate an appreciable
second-harmonic signal. In addition, there is a relative axial phase shift in
field due to focusing which produces the interesting effect of modulating the
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propagation direction of the generated second-harmonic signals. This phase
shift (called the Gouy shift [92]), localized in the focal volume, causes the
SHG signals from uniformly distributed molecules to be directed along sym-
metric lobes so as to conserve momentum (as shown in Fig. 2.8). Note
Figure 2.8: A Gaussian beam propagating along the x-direction, polarized
along the z-direction and focused onto a sample with uniformly distributed
molecules radiates a double-peaked SHG field. Reprinted with permission
from Ref [93], OSA.
that this holds for uniformly distributed molecules, while other angular pat-
terns emerge for more complicated structures. For example, 25% of the SHG
power is radiated in backward directed lobes for a molecular distribution
having ∼ λ
4
axial periodicity and forward-backward dipolar SHG results in
the case of tightly clustered molecules [94]. The total back-scattered signals
receive contributions from the direct backward signal generation and forward
signals that have been redirected back towards the source [95].
Since SHG occurs in forward and backward directions, detectors can be
placed in both paths. The higher-intensity forward-detected SHG is collected
via another objective-tube lens combination and separated from the funda-
mental using short-pass and/or bandpass filters. For the backward SHG
signal (which is weaker in intensity), the condenser serves as the collection
objective and the dichroic mirror as a bandpass filter to block out the lin-
early scattered light. As in linear imaging, the resolution is dependent on
the wavelength of the excitation light (λ) and the numerical aperture (NA)
of the objectives used. The theoretical lateral resolution achievable by SHG
microscopy is 0.36λ
NA
while the axial resolution is given by 0.7nλ
NA2
[96], where n
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is the refractive index of the medium and λ is the excitation wavelength.
2.4.1 Quantitative SHG microscopy
The importance of objectively characterizing collagen samples while imaging,
especially with assessment and diagnostic aims in mind, is increasingly being
recognized. This has driven the increase in quantitative SHG-based imaging
techniques applied to collagen.
An example is the forward to backward (F/B) SHG intensity ratio which
has been used to highlight differences in morphology and content between
various tissues [97–99]. This is because in biological matter like collagen,
second-harmonic emission directionality and conversion efficiency depend on
several factors such as fibril size structure, packing density and excitation
direction [97]. Typically, forward-detected signals have higher intensity and
Figure 2.9: (a) F/B ratio depends on the ionic strength of solution around
collagen fibrils. Reprinted with permission from Ref [98], Cell Press. (b)
Assessment of collagen fiber orientation in tendon and sclera for forward
(red) and backward (green) SHG images at different depths. Reprinted
with permission from Ref [99], OSA.
longer coherence lengths than the backward-detected signals. The coherence
disparity is because of the multiply scattered signals that contribute majorly
to the backward signals. Forward-to-backward ratio can be used to assess the
axial size of scatterers within the second-harmonic generating volume and to
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sense ionic strength in solutions around the sample (as shown by differences
in forward and backward signals for differing ionic strengths in Fig. 2.9a) [98].
It has also been applied in depth-dependent quantitative orientation analysis
comparison between porcine tendon, sclera and ear cartilage (Fig. 2.9b) [99].
Figure 2.10: Collagen fiber preferred orientation map (top) and the
histogram of orientation angles for (a) normal and (b) injured horse tendon,
quantifying the disorganization of fibers due to injury. Reprinted with
permission from Ref [100], OSA.
Fourier-transform (FT-) SHG and associated orientation analysis meth-
ods are series of SHG image acquisition and processing techniques applied
towards analysis of fiber orientation, spacing and structural organization in
SHG images. For example our group employed FT-SHG to obtain metrics
that capture the preferred orientation and maximum spatial frequency of col-
lagen fibers in porcine trachea, ear and cornea, where it was observed that
trachea showed the comparatively largest variations in derived metrics [101].
In other studies, our group applied this method to assess collagen fibers in
porcine bone [102], to quantify collagen orientation in breast biopsies [103]
and to evaluate differences in collagen between normal and injured horse ten-
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don [100] (Fig. 2.10). The analysis was further extended in work from our
group, to three dimensions, and used to extract fiber orientation in porcine
sclera [99].
Quantifying optical anisotropic properties of collagen is done using several
polarization-resolved (PR-) SHG methods [104]. For example, the d-ratio
analysis which involves second-order susceptibility d-parameters (d ≈ 1
2
χ(2))
was used in studies of melanoma tumor tissues [105] (Fig. 2.11a). Further-
more, our group utilized this approach to assess stromal collagen in breast
tissue microarrays with different pathological conditions, and showed the po-
tential for distinguishing differences across pathologies [106] (Fig. 2.11b).
Figure 2.11: (a) SHG (left) and brightfield (right) images of normal skin
(top) and melanoma (middle) along with extracted d-coefficient value
comparison (bottom). Reprinted with permission from Ref [105], SPIE. (b)
Brightfield (pink) and SHG (green) images for normal and malignant breast
tissues, along with the d-coefficient comparison plots (bottom). Reprinted
with permission from Ref [106], OSA.
Notwithstanding the potential utility of this approach, methods employing
extraction of these d-parameters are hampered by the requirement to accu-
21
rately model the biological tissue, often with some particular crystallographic
symmetry.
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CHAPTER 3
POLARIMETRIC IMAGING
3.1 Polarization
The polarization of a field specifies the direction of geometric oscillations.
The field at a given point rapidly fluctuates as a function of time, and is
generally different, to a degree, from the field at another point (or from
the same point at another time). This is the general concept behind coher-
ence in several degrees of freedom (spatial, temporal or polarization) [107]
which we have shown to be convertible from one degree of freedom to an-
other (at least for the spatio-polarization case) [108]. The similarity of the
points is captured mathematically by the cross-correlation between the two
points (U1(r1, t1)U
∗
2(r2, t2)) where the superscript ∗ stands for the conjugate
transpose operator. When all points in the field are considered, the cross-
correlation is expressed as an averaging across space and time. Assuming
the fluctuations are stationary (at least in the wide-sense) and ergodic, we
can proceed to describe the mutual field coherence as a correlation function
given by:
G12(r1, r2, τ) = 〈U1(r1, t)U ∗2(r2, t+ τ)〉
= lim
T→∞
1
2T
∫
U1(r1, t)U
∗
2(r2, t+ τ)dt .
(3.1)
Normalizing by the root-product of the field intensities gives the complex
degree of coherence:
g12(r1, r2, τ) =
G12(r1, r2, τ)√
I(r1)I(r2)
, 0 ≤ |g12, (r1, r2, τ)| ≤ 1 , (3.2)
where I(r1) = U(r1)U
∗(r1) and I(r2)) = U(r2)U∗(r2).
The analysis for polarization requires evaluation of fluctuation correlations
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along two chosen direction bases (instead of two points for spatial coherence
or different times for temporal coherence). For a given point (r1 = r2), if the
vector fields are represented as having scalar components along orthogonal x
and y vector directions, the correlation functions are given as
Gxx(τ) = 〈Ux(t)U∗x(t+ τ)〉
Gyy(τ) = 〈Uy(t)U∗y (t+ τ)〉
Gxy(τ) = 〈Ux(t)U∗y (t+ τ)〉 = G∗yx(τ) .
(3.3)
Combining the four correlation functions into a 2 × 2 matrix yields the
Hermitian coherency density matrix.
G =
(
Gxx Gxy
Gyx Gyy
)
=
(
〈UxU∗x〉 〈UxU∗y 〉
〈UyU∗x〉 〈UyU∗y 〉
)
=
〈(
Ux
Uy
)(
U∗x U
∗
y
)〉
=
〈
J ⊗ J〉 .
(3.4)
J is the well-known Jones vector of the field, the superscript represents the
complex conjugate transpose operator and the ensemble averaging of their
outer product yields the density matrix.
3.1.1 Jones calculus
For a monochromatic polarized field, the Jones vector is sufficient to char-
acterize the field properties.
J =
(
Ux
Uy
)
= Uxxˆ+ Uyyˆ , (3.5)
where Ux = uxe
−jφx and Uy = uye−jφy are complex quantities with a phase
difference given by φy − φx. Table 3.1 shows the Jones vector representation
for different polarizations using the coordinate map shown in Fig. 3.1. The
effect of optical systems on light can be expressed as a linear matrix action
on the Jones vectors. This transformation is called the Jones matrix T,
where
Jout = TJin , (3.6)
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Table 3.1: Jones vectors of selected polarization states
Linearly
polarized
x-polarized
(
1
0
)
y-polarized
(
0
1
)
polarized at
angle θ to x
(
cos θ
sin θ
)
Elliptically
polarized
left circularly
polarized
1√
2
(
1
e−j
pi
2
)
right circularly
polarized
1√
2
(
1
ej
pi
2
)
elliptically
polarized with
retardance φ
w.r.t. x
1√
2
(
1
e−jφ
)
T is a 2×2 matrix and Jin and Jout represent the input and output elec-
tric fields, respectively. Unitary and non-unitary optical transformations
that preserve the maximum polarization state of the field can be completely
captured by Eq. 3.6. Table 3.2 shows some of these transformations. For
Table 3.2: Jones matrices for selected optical components
Polarizer
x-polarizer
(
1 0
0 0
)
y-polarizer
(
0 0
0 1
)
polarizer at an-
gle θ to x
(
cos2 θ sin θ cos θ
sin θ cos θ sin2 θ
)
Retarder
quarter-wave
plate
(
1 0
0 e−j
pi
2
)
half-wave plate
(
1 0
0 e−jpi
)
retarder by φ
(
1 0
0 e−jφ
)
cascaded optical systems, the composite Jones matrix is the product of the
individual component Jones matrices. The order of multiplication is impor-
tant, going from initial to final components (since matrix multiplication is
not commutative). Hence, for n cascaded systems,
Jout = Tn...T1Jin , (3.7)
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where 1, ..., n are the order of optical components encountered.
The Jones vector and matrix are dependent on the coordinate system cho-
sen. If the chosen coordinate system is related to the original coordinate
system by a rotation, then
J ′ = R(θ)J (3.8)
T ′ = R(θ)TR(−θ) , (3.9)
where R(θ) is the rotation matrix, and
R(θ) =
(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
)
. (3.10)
Figure 3.1: Coordinate map for electric field propagating along z and
polarized along angle θ to x.
3.1.2 Mueller calculus
For fields that are not fully polarized (partially or randomly polarized), Jones
calculus is inadequate for a comprehensive characterization of the field. De-
scribing the polarization of such fields will have to incorporate field statistics,
alongside measures of coherence and entropy. This necessitates the use of en-
semble averaging as introduced in Eqs. 3.3 and 3.4 yielding Stokes vectors.
s =

s0
s1
s2
s3
 =

IH + IV
IH − IV
IP − IP ∗
IR − IR∗
 , (3.11)
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where I is the intensity, and the subscripts H, V , P , P ∗, R and R∗ stand
for bases at angles 0◦, 90◦, +45◦, −45◦, right-circularly polarized and left-
circularly polarized respectively.
Table 3.3 shows the Stokes vector representation for different polarizations.
Table 3.3: Stokes vectors of selected polarization states
Linearly
polarized
x/y-polarized

1
±1
0
0

±45o-polarized

1
0
±1
0

polarized at
angle θ to x

1
cos2 θ − sin2 θ
cos2 (pi
4
− θ)− sin2 (pi
4
− θ)
0

Elliptically
polarized
left/right
circularly
polarized

1
0
0
±1

elliptically
polarized with
retardance φ
w.r.t. x

1
0
cosφ
sinφ

Unpolarized
also known
as randomly
polarized

1
0
0
0

The effect of optical systems on light can be expressed as a linear matrix
action on the Stokes vectors. This transformation is called the Mueller
matrix M, where
sout = Msin , (3.12)
M is a 4×4 matrix and sin and sout represent the input and output fields
respectively. The condition of preserving maximum polarization state for
unitary and non-unitary optical transformations need not be satisfied, for
characterization by the Mueller matrices. Table 3.4 shows the Mueller matrix
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representations for some selected optical components.
Table 3.4: Mueller matrices for selected optical components
Polarizer
x-polarizer 1
2

1 1 0 0
1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

y-polarizer 1
2

1 −1 0 0
−1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

polarizer at an-
gle θ to x
1
2

1 cos 2θ sin 2θ 0
cos 2θ cos2 2θ cos 2θ sin 2θ 0
sin 2θ cos 2θ sin 2θ sin2 2θ 0
0 0 0 0

Retarder
quarter-wave
plate

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0

half-wave plate

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1

retarder by φ

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 cosφ − sinφ
0 0 sinφ cosφ

For cascaded optical systems, the composite Mueller matrix is the product
of the individual component Mueller matrices. As in the Jones matrix case,
the order of multiplication is goes from initial to final components. Hence,
for n cascaded systems, for which the field travels from 1...n,
sout = Mn...M1sin . (3.13)
The rotation of Stokes vectors and Mueller matrices also proceeds as
s′ = RM(θ)s (3.14)
M ′ = RM(θ)MRM(−θ) , (3.15)
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where RM(θ) is the rotation matrix, and
RM(θ) =

1 0 0 0
0 cos 2θ sin 2θ 0
0 − sin 2θ cos 2θ 0
0 0 0 1
 . (3.16)
3.2 Mueller matrix theory
This section provides a more rigorous theory of polarization from the Mueller
framework.
3.2.1 Stokes vector and coherency density matrix
Starting off with G =
〈
J ⊗ J〉 from Eq. 3.4 and invoking Pauli matrix Lie
generators of the group SU(2) irreducible Hermitian representation [109], we
get
sα =
〈
JταJ
〉
= Tr(〈G〉 τα) α = 0, 1, 2, 3, (3.17)
where
τ0 =
(
1 0
0 1
)
τ1 =
(
−1 0
0 1
)
τ2 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
τ3 =
(
0 j
−j 0
) (3.18)
and sα are the Stokes vector elements. The Pauli matrices are used because
they form an elementary basis of the Poincare´ sphere geometry, providing a
connection from density matrices to Stokes vectors [110]. Substituting the
Pauli matrices in Eq. 3.18 into Eq. 3.17, we can build up the Stokes vector
from the elements as
s =

s0
s1
s2
s3
 =

1
σ1
σ2
σ3
 =

〈UxU∗x〉+ 〈UyU∗y 〉
〈UxU∗x〉 − 〈UyU∗y 〉
〈UxU∗y 〉+ 〈UyU∗x〉
j(−〈UxU∗y 〉+ 〈UyU∗x〉)
 , (3.19)
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where s is the Stokes vector and σ1, σ2, σ3 are the normalized Stokes vector
elements. The first two terms (s0 and s1) are relationships between the
intensities along individual bases (no correlation terms). The next two terms
(s2 and s3) correlate terms along orthogonal bases for in-phase (0, pi) and
pi
2
-phase-retardance (pi
2
, −pi
2
) conditions. Hence, the Stokes vector can be
written as Eq. 3.11.
The 4 × 1 Stokes vector can be written in a 2 × 2 matrix that is more
conventionally used to describe two-state systems. This is the coherency
matrix introduced in Eq. 3.4, which can be expressed in terms of the Stokes
elements as
G =
(
〈UxU∗x〉 〈UxU∗y 〉
〈UyU∗x〉 〈UyU∗y 〉
)
=
(
〈s0〉+ 〈s1〉 〈s2〉 − j〈s3〉
〈s2〉+ j〈s3〉 〈s0〉 − 〈s1〉
)
=
(
1 + 〈σ1〉 〈σ2〉 − j〈σ3〉
〈σ2〉+ j〈σ3〉 1− 〈σ1〉
)
.
(3.20)
The diagonal elements represent the average intensities along the orthogonal
bases, and the off-diagonal elements represent the cross-correlation terms.
The trace of the coherency matrix represents the average total intensity of
the optical field.
3.2.2 Polarization visualization
The expression in Eq. 3.19 can further be analyzed by substituting the
definitions Ux = uxe
−jφx and Uy = uye−jφy . Given that φ = φy − φx, we
obtain
s0 = u
2
x + u
2
y (3.21)
s1 = u
2
x − u2y (3.22)
s2 = uxuye
jφ + uxuye
−jφ = 2uxuy cosφ (3.23)
s3 = −j(uxuyejφ − uxuye−jφ) = 2uxuy sinφ . (3.24)
In these equations, we assume that the field is stationary and ergodic. Hence
the averaging of the instantaneous Stokes vector translates to the usual Stokes
parameters given in Eqs. 3.21 to 3.24. The equations can be visualized using
the polarization ellipse (Fig. 3.2), and parameters such as ellipticity (χ) and
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orientation (ψ) can also be understood from a geometric perspective.
orientation
tan 2ψ = 2uxuy cosφ
u2x−u2y
= cosφ tan 2α
ellipticity
sin 2χ = 2uxuy sinφ
u2x+u
2
y
= sinφ sin 2α
φ = φy − φx
tanα = uy
ux
Figure 3.2: Polarization ellipse.
In general,
s20 ≥
3∑
n=0
s2n . (3.25)
The equality condition holds for only fully polarized light, while for partially
polarized light, the extent of polarization (called the degree-of-polarization,
p) is given by
√∑3
n=0 s
2
n
s0
. The Mueller framework has a clear advantage over
Jones calculus in describing partially polarized or unpolarized light. Figure
3.3 shows the Poincare´ sphere space for which a field can be represented by
a point in the volume. Fully polarized light is represented by a point that
lies on the surface, and partially polarized light exists in the sphere volume.
The closer to the radius the point is, the less the degree-of-polarization, and
at the center, we obtain completely unpolarized light.
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orientation
tan 2ψ = s2
s1
ellipticity
sin 2χ = s3
s0
tanφ = s3
s2
Figure 3.3: The Poincare´ sphere.
3.2.3 Mueller matrix properties
The Mueller matrix is a 4×4 matrix composed of real numbers, since Stokes
vectors deal with intensities.
M =

m00 m01 m02 m03
m10 m11 m12 m13
m20 m21 m22 m23
m30 m31 m32 m33
 . (3.26)
Not all 4×4 matrices can be Mueller matrices. For example, a matrix that
acts on a valid incident Stokes vector to produce an output vector with
degree-of-polarization greater than one is not physically realizable. The space
of all possible Mueller matrices has been referred to as physically realiz-
able Mueller matrices [111, 112]. Supposing G = diag(1,−1,−1,−1), it
was shown by Givens and Kostinski that a given Mueller matrix M is not
overpolarizing, and hence physically realizable, if and only if the spectrum
(or set of eigenvalues) of GMTGM is real and the eigenvector associated
with the largest eigenvalue is a physical Stokes vector, that is, its degree of
polarization is not greater than one [111]. From the interpretation of this, a
few necessary conditions for a Mueller matrix to be physically realizable are
(Ch. 22 of Ref [113])
• m00 ≥ |mij|
• m200 ≥
√
m201 +m
2
02 +m
2
03
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• m200 ≥ 14Tr(MMT )
where i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, the operator Tr() stands for the trace of the matrix
and the superscript T is the transpose operator.
A subspace within physically realizable Mueller matrices consists of those
matrices which have Jones matrix equivalents; these Mueller matrices are
called nondepolarizing Mueller matrices or Mueller-Jones matrices.
To show the condition for such matrices, we start off with writing the co-
herency density matrix in vector form as
C =

〈UxU∗x〉
〈UxU∗y 〉
〈UyU∗x〉
〈UyU∗y 〉
 = 〈J ⊗ J∗〉 , (3.27)
where ∗ denotes the conjugate transpose. The Stokes vector can then be
written as
s =

1 0 0 1
1 0 −1 0
0 1 1 0
0 −j j 0
C (3.28)
s = AC (3.29)
C = A−1s . (3.30)
Supposing we have an output coherency vector Cout = 〈Jout ⊗ J∗out〉 given an
input vector Cin = 〈Jin ⊗ J∗in〉, we get
Cout = 〈Jout ⊗ J∗out〉
= 〈TJin ⊗ T ∗J∗in〉
= 〈T ⊗ T ∗〉 〈Jin ⊗ J∗in〉
= 〈T ⊗ T ∗〉Cin .
(3.31)
By substituting in the definition of Eq. 3.30, we can write
A−1sout = 〈T ⊗ T ∗〉A−1sin (3.32)
sout = A 〈T ⊗ T ∗〉A−1sin . (3.33)
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The Mueller-Jones matrices have a relationship with the Jones matrices de-
scribed as
M = A 〈T ⊗ T ∗〉A−1 . (3.34)
Hence, a given Mueller matrix M is a Mueller-Jones matrix if A−1MA can
be factored into the form T ⊗ T ∗
3.2.4 Mueller matrix parameters
The Mueller matrix formalism is a heuristic and comprehensive approach
(relative to Jones matrix) for characterizing system polarization effect on
light. In this section, we describe the matrix and scalar parameters that can
be extracted from the Mueller matrix. It should be noted that each derivable
matrix is in itself a Mueller matrix.
Diattenuation is a measure of the polarization-dependent transmittance
of a system. This means that the amplitude of the field transmitted through
a diattenuator changes with its polarization state. For a pure diattenuator,
the change in transmittance goes from a maximum along the transmission-
axis to a minimum at an axis orthogonal to the transmission-axis, following
a cosine-squared curve. The diattenuator achieves this by either having ab-
sorptance or reflectance that depends on the polarization. The diattenuation
representation matrix is a non-unitary transformation matrix since it does
not preserve the inner-product of the Stokes vector after the transformation.
The scalar diattenuation parameter Dm can be defined as
Dm =
|Tm1 − Tm2|
Tm1 + Tm2
, 0 ≤ D ≤ 1 , (3.35)
where Tm1 and Tm2 are the maximum and minimum transmittances measured
and their axes are the eigenpolarizations (m1, m2) of the system. A polarizer
is a pure diattenuator, and it can have eigenpolarizations along any of the
cardinal bases of the Poincare´ sphere, that is x-y, ±45◦ or RCP/LCP.
Another property, the retardance, is a measure of the polarization-dependent
optical pathlength (or equivalently, refractive index) of a system. The retar-
dance representation matrix is a unitary transformation matrix, since it pre-
serves the inner-product of the Stokes vector after the transformation. This
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means that the intensities before and after the transformation are the same.
Its effect is on the phase difference between the eigenpolarizations (referred
to as fast-axis and slow-axis). The scalar retardance parameter Rm can be
expressed as
Rm = |δm1 − δm2|, 0 ≤ R ≤ pi , (3.36)
where δm1 and δm2 are the phase changes along the eigenpolarization axes
(m1, m2). The fast-axis is that with the leading phase (or lower phase
change). A retarder can also have its eigenpolarizations along x-y, ±45o
or rcp-lcp.
Table 3.5: Effect of diattenuator and retarder along selected bases on
linearly (x-y and ±45◦) and circularly (rcp-lcp) polarized light
Effect
Axes
Effect on Linear
Input
Effect on Circular
Input
Diattenuator
x-y Linear(linear for 100% diattenuation)
Elliptical
(linear for 100% diattenuation)
±45◦ Linear(linear for 100% diattenuation) Elliptical(linear for 100% diattenuation)
rcp-
lcp
Elliptical
(circular for 100% diattenuation)
Elliptical
(linear for 100% diattenuation)
Retarder
x-y
Elliptical
(circular for 90◦ retarder)
Elliptical
(linear for 90◦ retardance)
±45◦ Elliptical
(circular for 90◦ retardance)
Elliptical
(linear for 90◦ retardance)
rcp-
lcp
Rotated Linear
(90◦ rotation for 90◦ retardance) Circular
Table 3.5 shows the effect of diattenuators and retarders along different
bases (x-y, ±45◦, rcp-lcp) on different linear and circular polarized light. It
should be noted that the diattenuation and the retardance can be represented
by Jones matrices, with close analogy to the relationships already given [114].
Jones matrices are unable to capture depolarization: the measure of how
uncorrelated orthogonal components of a field are. A depolarization rep-
resentation matrix is however valid within the Mueller framework, and the
depolarization scalar ∆m can be thought of as affecting the bases (m1, m2),
and 0 ≤ ∆ ≤ 1. Table B.1 in Appendix B.2 defines some parameters that
can be extracted from the Mueller matrix.
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3.2.5 Mueller matrix decomposition
Decomposition of a Mueller matrix is important because it breaks up a matrix
into constituent submatrices with their associated derivable scalars that can
provide insight into the different properties with optical significance. To
motivate this, suppose the matrix of an element is obtained to be
M =

1 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 . (3.37)
On the surface it looks like a purely vertical linear polarizer, since it does
indeed produce the normalized Stokes vector (1000)T when it acts on any
polarized state. However, decomposing it to
M =

1 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 = 12

1 −1 0 0
−1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 (3.38)
reveals its nature as a depolarizer followed by a vertical linear polarizer.
Indeed, the difference is noted in the effect on vertically polarized input.
The output is vertically polarized for both, but the intensity out of the purely
vertical polarizer is twice that of the composite case.
Various decomposition approaches have been used in order to extract opti-
cally meaningful sub-matrices. For example, Mueller matrices have been de-
composed into the sum of nondepolarizing Mueller matrices [115] and product
of two nondepolarizing Mueller matrices sandwiched by a diagonal Mueller
matrix [116]. Following is a description of two decomposition techniques.
Polar decomposition
The Mueller matrix polar decomposition approach as described by Lu and
Chipman [117] expresses a Mueller matrix as a product of depolarization,
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retardance and diattenuation matrices such that
M = M∆MRMD , (3.39)
where
M∆ =
(
1 ~0T
~P∆ m∆
)
, MR =
(
1 ~0T
~0 mR
)
, MD =
(
1 ~DT
~D mD
)
,
(3.40)
m∆, mR and mD are the 3×3 depolarization, retardance and diattenuation
sub-matrices respectively, ~P∆ is the so-called polarizance vector and ~D =(
D1
D2
D3
)
is the diattenuation vector. Substituting Eq. 3.40 into 3.39 gives
M =
(
1 ~DT
~P∆ +m∆mRmD ~P∆ ~D
T +m∆mRmD
)
. (3.41)
The matrices, and associated scalars retrieved, can be used as sample as-
sessment tools [118–121]. The steps for polar decomposition after retrieving
the Mueller matrix are explained in Appendix B.2. One thing to note is
that since matrix multiplication is not commutative, the three factors in the
polar decomposition are order dependent, yielding six different decomposi-
tions. Also, it is important to note that this decomposition does not work
for singular (non-invertible) matrices, such as pure polarizers and retarders.
Differential decomposition
One shortcoming of the polar decomposition method is that it assumes that
the optical effects happen consecutively (and not necessarily simultaneously)
requiring multiplicative matrices that are order dependent. One decom-
position effect that addresses this is the differential decomposition analy-
sis [122–124], which relates the Mueller matrix to the spatial derivative along
the light propagation direction.
We follow the derivation from Azzam [122] to obtain the differential de-
composition matrix. Supposing we have light propagate through a thin slab
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of medium of width ∆z, the Stokes input and output vectors are related by
sz+∆z = Mzsz , (3.42)
where Mz is the Mueller matrix of the thin slab. Subtracting sz from both
sides and dividing by ∆z
sz+∆z − sz
∆z
=
(Mz − I)sz
∆z
(3.43)
and taking the limit as ∆z → 0, we obtain
dsz
dz
= M (d)sz (3.44)
where M (d) = lim∆z→0
(Mz−I)
∆z
is the differential propagation matrix. To
describe the relationship with the measured Mueller matrix in a given homo-
geneous longitudinal distance, we start by relating input and output Stokes
vectors separated by distance z.
sz = Mzs0 (3.45)
Differentiating both sides with respect to z,
dsz
dz
=
dMz
dz
s0 . (3.46)
Substituting Eq. 3.44 into 3.46, we get
M (d)sz =
dM
dz
s0 (3.47)
M (d)Mzs0 =
dMz
dz
s0 . (3.48)
We can see that
dMz
dz
= M (d)Mz . (3.49)
With the assumption that the differential matrix does not depend on z, we
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solve the differential equation to obtain
Mz = e
M (d)z (3.50)
lnMz = M
(d)z (3.51)
L = M (d)z , (3.52)
where L is defined as the matrix logarithm of the measured Mueller matrix.
For a given medium, the differential matrix M (d) can expressed as [123].
M (d) =

α β γ δ
β′ α1 µ ν
γ′ −µ′ α2 η
δ′ −ν ′ −η′ α3
 , (3.53)
where α, α1, α2, α3 are the absorption values along total, x-y, ±45◦ axes and
circular axes respectively. [β, β′] are the linear diattenuation values along the
xy axes, [γ, γ′] are the linear diattenuation values along the ±45◦ axes, [δ, δ′]
are the circular diattenuation values, [η, η′] are the linear retardance values
along the xy axes, [ν, ν ′] are the linear retardance values along the ±45◦ axes
and [µ, µ′] are the circular retardance values. For nondepolarizing media,
α = α1 = α2 = α3, δ = δ
′, η = η′, ν = ν ′ and µ = µ′ giving 7 independent
elements.
Once we extract a sample Mueller matrix Mz, and can obtain the matrix
logarithm L, we gain access to differential propagation matrix M (d), from
which we can derive the aforementioned optical properties.
3.3 Mueller matrix polarimetry
The experimental setup and analysis required to retrieve the Mueller matrix
of a sample is called Mueller matrix polarimetry. It essentially involves mea-
suring series of Stokes vector outputs, given pre-selected input states and
solving the system of equations generated. A minimum of 16 measurements
are required, so as to recover the representative matrix, that is 4 output
states for 4 input states. However, it is common (and even encouraged) to
take many more measurements, so as to reduce the effect of noise. Figure 3.4
is a block diagram illustrating the components required to build up a Mueller
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matrix polarimeter. A source and detector are used for illumination and sig-
Figure 3.4: Components of a Mueller matrix polarimeter.
nal detection. The PSG (or polarization state generator) prepares the input
states that probe the sample, while the PSA (or polarization state analyzer)
analyzes the output state. Tables A.1 and A.2 give the angle settings for the
PSG and PSA combinations, when using discrete optical components. For
a given set of n input Stokes vectors and a minimum of four independent
output Stokes vector measurements, the Mueller matrix M can be uniquely
determined by concatenating the vectors into matrices, and inverting such
that (Ch. 22 of Ref [113])
M =
(
so1 · · · son
)(
si1 · · · sin
)−1
P
, (3.54)
where ()−1P represents the pseudo-inverse operator and n (> 4) is the number
of PSG configurations used in the measurements.
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CHAPTER 4
MUELLER MATRIX SECOND-HARMONIC
GENERATION MICROSCOPY
4.1 Introduction
The Mueller framework has been recognized as a useful assessment tool for
linear imaging of biological samples. As a metrology technique, Mueller ma-
trix polarimetry, or a similar variant, has also been adapted to multiphoton
imaging. For example, Mazumder et al. [125] presented a technique of illumi-
nating a sample with different polarization states to obtain the Stokes param-
eters, and subsequently extract both degree of polarization and anisotropy
ratio as quantitative metrics. In addition, A´vila et al. [126] acquired sets of
SHG images of cornea and sclera for independent polarization states, and
used the Mueller matrix elements to reconstruct the images for contrasting
quality metrics. However, these techniques relate the linear Mueller ma-
trix model to the nonlinear SHG process, and thus an interpretation of the
measured results is not clear. Fortunately, Shi et al. showed that the stan-
dard, one-photon, Mueller calculus used in linear optics can be extended
to a general two-photon case through the use of a so-called double Mueller
matrix [109]. In this section, we show the experimental demonstration of
two-photon Mueller matrix (MM(2))-SHG microscopy by applying the double
Mueller matrix polarimetry to SHG imaging. Specifically, we show that mea-
surement of the output Stokes vector permits an estimation of the Mueller
matrix for unstained porcine tendon and skin, in principle, down to the level
of a single pixel. We also use the Stokes vector to determine the degree of
polarization of the nonlinear output.
In order to adapt Mueller matrix polarimetry to multiphoton imaging di-
rectly, the linear framework has to be able to accommodate the nonlinear
This work was previously published in C. Okoro and Kimani C. Toussaint Jr. [127],
and is adapted here with permission
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SHG process. That is, the two-to-one photon conversion process has to be
accounted for. The standard Mueller calculus can be extended to the two-
photon case by the so-called double Mueller matrix [109]. Indeed, a similar
approach can be used for extension to higher order processes in general. This
is the mathematical basis for the two-photon Mueller matrix (MM(2))-SHG
microscopy, demonstrated in this chapter. This method was applied for two-
photon Mueller matrix estimation in unstained porcine tendon and skin, to
the level of a single image pixel. The Stokes vector was also used to de-
termine the degree of polarization of the nonlinear output, given a selected
input polarization.
4.2 Theory
As described in Eq. 3.11, the Stokes vector used in linear optics describes the
polarization state of light in a 4× 1 vector form. The “one-photon” Mueller
matrix relationship between input (sβ) and output (s˜α) Stokes vectors ele-
ments can be derived from Eq. 3.12 as
s˜α =
3∑
β=0
m
(1)
αβsβ α = 0, 1, 2, 3 , (4.1)
where mαβ represents the 4× 4 Mueller matrix elements and the zero index
is used for consistency with Stokes convention. This Mueller calculus ap-
proach assumes a linear relation between input and output Stokes vectors.
In general, for a multiphoton effect, the Mueller matrix becomes an (n+1)
dimensional array, where n is the order of the effect. For two-photon effects,
Eq. 4.1 becomes
s˜α =
3∑
β=0
3∑
γ=0
m
(2)
αβγsβs
′
γ α = 0, 1, 2, 3 , (4.2)
where m
(2)
αβγ are the 4×4×4 two-photon Mueller array elements relating two
sets of input Stokes vector elements (sβ and s
′
γ) to yield output Stokes vector
elements. We can combine the elements sβ and s
′
γ to form new elements of
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a 16×1 vector such that
s˜α =
15∑
γ=0
m
(2)
αBSB α = 0, 1, 2, 3 . (4.3)
This makes the matrix with elements mαB a 4×16 matrix representative of
two-photon processes such as sum-frequency generation (SFG) and difference-
frequency generation (DFG). For the degenerate SHG case, the 16 indepen-
dent Stokes vector elements can be reduced to 9 independent Stokes vector
elements. This reduction of parameters, and the resulting Stokes vector re-
lationship to the single Stokes vector, is shown next.
First, the intensity for a two-photon process in terms of amplitude following
from Eq. 2.2 is given by
Pl =
∑
m,n=1,2
χlmnEmEn ≡ 4 terms (4.4)
Il ∝ PlP ∗l ≡ 16 terms . (4.5)
If the two photons are identical, it follows that permutation symmetry holds,
and χlmn = χlnm.
Pl = χl11E1E1 + χlV VE2E2 + 2χl12E1E2 ≡ 3 terms (4.6)
Il ∝ PlP ∗l ≡ 9 terms . (4.7)
This means that the basis of one photon correlates not only with itself, but
also with the basis of the other photon. This translates to Eq. 4.3 becoming
s˜α =
8∑
Γ=0
M
(2)
αΓSΓ α = 0, 1, 2, 3 , (4.8)
where SΓ are the elements of the 9 × 1 double Stokes vector representation
of the input field. The new Jones vector K can then be represented by
K =
 U
2
x
U2y
2UxUy
 (4.9)
Next, we proceed to obtain the double Stokes vector elements for the
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second-harmonic process in a similar way as the single photon approach,
to give
SΓ =
〈
KλαK
〉
= Tr(〈ρ〉λα) α = 0, 1, 2, 3 , (4.10)
where the new coherency density matrix ρ has the expression
ρ =
〈
K ⊗K〉 =
 〈U
2
xU
∗2
x 〉
〈
U2xU
∗2
y
〉 〈
2U2xU
∗
xU
∗
y
〉〈
U2yU
∗2
x
〉 〈
U2yU
∗2
y
〉 〈
2U2yU
∗
xU
∗
y
〉
〈2UxUyU∗2x 〉
〈
2UxUyU
∗2
y
〉 〈
4UxUyU
∗
xU
∗
y
〉
 (4.11)
and λα are the Gell-Mann matrix Lie generators of the group SU(3) irre-
ducible Hermitian representation.
λ1 =
√
2
3
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 , λ2 = √13
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 −2
 , λ3 =
1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 0
 ,
λ4 =
0 1 01 0 0
0 0 0
 , λ5 =
0 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
 , λ6 =
0 0 10 0 0
1 0 0
 ,
λ7 =
0 0 00 0 −i
0 i 0
 , λ8 =
0 0 −i0 0 0
i 0 0
 , λ9 =
0 −i 0i 0 0
0 0 0
 .
(4.12)
By substituting Eqs. 4.11 and 4.12 into 4.10, and expressing in terms of the
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single Stokes vector from Eq. 3.19, we get [128]
S =

S0
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8

=

√
1
6 (3s
2
0 − s21)√
1
12 (5s
2
1 − 3s20)
−s0s1
1
2 (s
2
2 − s23)
s2(s1 + s0)
−s2(s1 − s0)
−s2s3
s3(s1 + s0)
s3(s1 − s0)

, (4.13)
where we have used the equations EHE
∗
H =
1
2
(s0 − s1), EVE∗V = 12(s0 +
s1), EHE
∗
V =
1
2
(s2 + is3), EVE
∗
H =
1
2
(s2 − is3). Obtaining the output in
conventional 4×1 vector formalism necessitates that the second-order Mueller
matrix be expressed in a 4× 9 matrix form. This is obtained by generating
and solving a system of equations with pre-determined inputs and measured
nonlinear output.
A series of nine known input polarization states is generated. The first six
are chosen from cardinal points on the Poincare´ sphere, while the other three
are chosen such that they present a symmetric disposition with respect to the
first six on the Poincare´ sphere as shown in Fig. 4.1 (a slightly different model
from Ref [109]). For each input state, output images for the polarization
Figure 4.1: Poincare´ sphere representation of selected input states.
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analyzer settings should be acquired (that is, H, V , P , P ∗, R and R∗).
Hence, the set of nine equations to solve are
M (2) ·H(i) = H(o), M (2) · V (i) = V (o), M (2) · P (i) = P (o),
M (2) · P ∗(i) = P ∗(o), M (2) ·R(i) = R(o), M (2) ·R∗(i) = R∗(o),
M (2) ·H(i)P = H(o)P , M (2) · V (i)R∗ = V (o)R∗ , M (2) · P ∗(i)R = P ∗(o)R ,
(4.14)
where M (2) is the two-photon Mueller 4×9 matrix, the (i) superscript denotes
input 9 × 1 two-photon Stokes vector and (o) superscript stands for output
4× 1 Stokes vector. The individual input and output matrices obtained for
each polarization input can be concatenated to obtain consolidated 9 × 9
input (U (i)) and 4× 9 output (U (o)) matrices, respectively, as
U (i) =
(
H(i) V (i) P (i) P ∗(i) R(i) R∗(i) H(i)P V
(i)
R∗ P
∗(i)
R
)
,
U (o) =
(
H(o) V (o) P (o) P ∗(o) R(o) R∗(o) H(o)P V
(o)
R∗ P
∗(o)
R
)
.
(4.15)
By measuring U (o) experimentally, we have access to the degree of polar-
ization per polarization basis of the output SHG Stokes vector (pm) and the
two-photon Mueller matrix (M (2)). The former refer to the elements of a
1× 9 degree of polarization row vector (p) obtained by invoking
pm =
√
U
(o)2
m1 + U
(o)2
m2 + U
(o)2
m3
Um0
(4.16)
on each column m representing an input polarization state running from 1 to
9. The term pm can be thought of as the degree of polarization of nonlinear
SHG generated by input polarization state m, after passing through the
sample. Also, U
(o)
m0 represents element m0 in matrix U
(o) (and so on for m1,
m2 and m3). Since we have pre-determined the input basis, the two-photon
Mueller matrix can be determined by solving
M (2) = U (o) · [U (i)]−1 . (4.17)
This approach to obtaining these two metrics can prove useful in understand-
ing how the polarization information may change between different spatial
regions within an image.
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4.3 Experiment
4.3.1 Samples
Porcine tissue samples were obtained from a local market and embedded in
optimal cutting temperature (OCT) compound at −80oC. Next, the samples
were brought to −20oC, and cut into thin sections using a cryostat (Leica
CM3050S). The tissue slices were then soaked in 1× PBS to remove excess
OCT, and mounted onto microscope coverslips using aqueous mounting me-
dia. Tendon samples at 5 µm, 25 µm and 75 µm, and skin sample at 5 µm
were obtained this way and used in the study.
4.3.2 Experimental Setup
Figure 4.2: Experimental setup for the image acquisition process.
Figure 4.2 shows the experimental setup used. SHG imaging is performed
in the forward direction in order to eliminate the use of dichroics which
have inferior polarization preserving properties when compared with metal
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mirrors. A Ti:sapphire laser (Spectra-Physics Mai-Tai HP DeepSee) pro-
duces 100 fs pulses at an excitation wavelength centered spectrally at 780
nm and a repetition rate of 80 MHz. Galvanometer-based scanning mirrors
(Thorlabs GVS012) are used to sweep the beam over a rectangular field of
view at the sample plane. Polarization states are generated using a polar-
ization state generator (PSG) system comprising a linear polarizer and wave
plate combination (half-wave plate for linearly polarized input, quarter-wave
plate for circularly polarized input and both for elliptically polarized input).
The beam is then reflected off a metal mirror towards the condenser (0.65NA
Olympus 40× PLAN N) which focuses onto the sample. The forward-emitted
signal is collected by an infinity-corrected objective (0.8NA Olympus 50×
MPlan FL N) and relayed towards a tube lens for focusing. It should be
noted that the condenser lens numerical aperture (NA) was chosen to be low
enough (<0.7NA [129]) to still ignore transverse polarization changes at fo-
cus while maintaining an acceptable resolution (which increases with higher
NA). Polarization analysis is performed using a polarization state analyzer
(PSA) system having a quarter-wave plate and linear polarizer combina-
tion. A laser blocking short-pass filter (Semrock FF01-680/SP-25) is used
for illumination rejection, while an SHG band-pass filter (Semrock FF01-
390/BP-18-25) is used for narrow band filtering. The detector is an electron
multiplying charge-coupled device (Hamamatsu EMCCD C9100-13) camera
having a gain of 200× and an exposure time of 1 s.
4.4 Results and discussion
We obtain a set of 54 images, each corresponding to a combination of 6 PSA
states for 9 PSG states, and analyze them after binning with 10× 10 pixels.
This is done so that the analysis can be localized and more spatially sensitive.
The choice of binning dimension is made based on sensitivity requirements
and computational cost. We subsequently determine the local output Stokes
vector, degree of polarization per basis and two-photon Mueller matrix within
each of these smaller cells using Eqs. 4.15 and 4.17.
The analysis is applied to 32 × 32 bins of two porcine sample types (skin
and tendon) at 5 µm thickness. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show SHG images of
porcine skin and tendon samples, respectively, with representative average
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Figure 4.3: Sample SHG image of porcine skin tendon showing the division
into 32× 32 bins using grids. The average M (2) values are shown for select
regions in the image, which are highlighted by the colored boxes. The bars
for M (2)(1 : 1) in the bar plots are truncated for visualization convenience.
M (2) values over selected localized regions highlighted. We observe that for
both samples, there is little sensitivity to mode S8 (represented in terms of
single Stokes vector by s3(s1 + s0)) since the M
(2)(r : 9) terms (where r
stands for the index and runs through all the rows) are negligible compared
to other elements of the matrix. It is noted that this also holds true to a
lesser extent for the M (2)(r : 8) terms.
In order to investigate the effect of thickness, another study was conducted
for porcine tendon samples at 5 µm, 25 µm and 75 µm. The values of pm
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Figure 4.4: Sample SHG image of porcine tendon showing the division into
32× 32 bins using grids. The average M (2) values are shown for select
regions in the image, which are highlighted by the colored boxes. The bars
for M (2)(1 : 1) in the bar plots are truncated for visualization convenience.
across the various sub-images are obtained, and the results represented as a
histogram distribution plot. For a quantitative description, we choose to fit
our data to a bimodal model f with normal distribution curves as given by
f = q
1
σ1
√
2pi
e
− (p−µ1)2
2σ21 + (1− q) 1
σ2
√
2pi
e
− (p−µ2)2
2σ22 , (4.18)
where [µ1, µ2] represent the bimodal mean values, [σ1, σ2] stand for the bi-
modal standard deviation values and [q, 1−q] are mixture probability weights
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Figure 4.5: Histogram plots of p with R-input for porcine tendon at (a) 5
µm, (b) 25µm and (c) 75 µm, each taken at three different spatial regions.
The solid lines are best fits using the bimodal distribution equation. The
associated bimodal mean difference (µd) is also provided. Inset for each plot
shows SHG images of the different spatial regions. The scale bar above the
top left image is 40 µm.
attached to the modes of the distribution. A new metric, the bimodal mean
difference µd (defined by |µ1 − µ2|), which can be considered a measure of
shape distribution, is then retrieved.
For the set of experiments involving the nine input states, input polariza-
tion state R (or R-input) shows the greatest variation in µd. The R-input
results for 32× 32 sub-image cells across three different spatial regions each
for 75 µm, 25 µm and 5 µm thick porcine tendon samples are shown in Fig.
4.5. Using the bimodal distribution equation, a best fit curve for the his-
togram is obtained and µd extracted. We find here a variation in µd (average
of 0.068 for 5 µm and 0.150 for 25 µm and 0.238 for 75 µm), which depends
on the thickness. This can be thought of as implying that the thicker the
sample, the greater the range of p values and the larger the µd values that are
obtained from the generated SHG. Qualitatively, this suggests that thicker
samples mean more scattering events, and hence greater variation in derived
parameters. However, it is important not to read too much meaning into
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these results due to the limited sample size. Rather, the significance of the
measurements is that they are robust and permit the inclusion of polarimetry
with SHG imaging.
In conclusion, MM(2)-SHG microscopy was used to extract nonlinear Mueller
matrices for quantitative assessment of SHG images. Specifically, the out-
put Stokes vectors were experimentally measured and used to determine the
two-photon Mueller matrix and degree of polarization. Moreover, another
metric, the bimodal mean difference (µd), was derived from the degree of
polarization distribution model and it was observed that this metric showed
increasing variation with thickness of porcine tendon samples. The increased
variation is consistent with the intuition of increased scattering for thicker
samples. This can possibly be used in investigating localized growth and/or
changes in organizational structure as an indication of abnormality in tissues.
However, care should be taken in interpreting pm because the nonlinearity
of SHG complicates relating it to the depolarization of the input Stokes
vector. Moving forward, other exploratory themes include computational
mining of information-rich two-photon Mueller matrix to obtain additional
metrics that would be consistent with a second-order nonlinear scattering
process. Furthermore, a multimodal approach can be developed by taking
the fiber orientation into consideration, using for example FT-SHG [130].
This approach has the potential to be adapted to other multiphoton coher-
ent imaging techniques.
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CHAPTER 5
SECOND-HARMONIC PATTERNED
POLARIZATION ANALYZED
REFLECTION CONFOCAL MICROSCOPY
5.1 Introduction
A limitation of Mueller matrix SHG microscopy, with its second-order Mueller
matrix theory, is that the parameters obtained are not as intuitive as the
conventional polarimetry case, and this is important for understanding the
underlying tissue properties. The question to be asked then is: Can we uti-
lize linear polarimetry with its rich obtainable parameters, while retaining
the strengths of SHG microscopy specificity to collagen? Fortunately, the
answer it yes.
In this section, we introduce the second-harmonic patterned polarization-
analyzed reflection confocal (SPPARC) microscope, which provides both
SHG and linear polarimetric confocal microscopy images at a target imaging
plane in a volume. We also demonstrate the capabilities of SPPARC mi-
croscopy in obtaining spatially dependent polarization information in three
dimensions, from both collagen fibers in tissue and the surrounding EFMC.
SPPARC combines the advantage of collagen-specificity from SHG microscopy
with the potential insight acquired from linear polarimetry using reflection
confocal microscopy. Moreover, the optical sectioning capability of both tech-
niques is retained. The SHG images are used as an endogenous mask to
pattern the confocal images, and the resulting collagen-filtered confocal im-
ages undergo MMPD analysis for extraction of traditional, linear polarimet-
ric measures, namely, depolarization, retardance and diattenuation matrices,
along with their associated scalars. In addition, the non-collagenous regions
comprising the EFMC can also be obtained from the SPPARC images, and
analyzed.
This work was previously published in C. Okoro and Kimani C. Toussaint Jr. [121],
and is adapted here with permission
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This technique provides a single microscopy platform that can provide
label-free, quantitative information of both the collagen fibers comprising
the ECM and the EFMC environment around the fibers. In the following
sections, we briefly review reflection confocal microscopy, describe some po-
larization parameters, demonstrate the technique and show some results.
5.2 Confocal microscopy
Confocal microscopy is a linear optical imaging modality that uses a spatial
pinhole to reject out-of-focus light, hence enabling three-dimensional sec-
tioning of images. While quite popular for fluorescence imaging, it also finds
applications in imaging unlabeled samples.
Figure 5.1: Simple confocal microscopy setup.
Figure 5.1 shows a simple reflection confocal microscopy setup for imaging
tissues. A low coherence length laser source is ideal since this reduces the
speckle that can result from interference [131]. For unlabeled samples, a
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beamsplitter is used (instead of a dichroic) because the scattered light at the
fundamental is the signal being detected. Two scanning mechanisms can be
implemented: either the beam is scanned using an x-y scanner, or the sample
can be scanned using a stage scanner. The much faster x-y beam scanning
system is implemented with the scanner after the beamsplitter, so that the
signal can be de-scanned before being directed towards the pinhole. The
alternative to de-scanning would be to use a pinhole that tracked the beam
path, a much harder problem.
The pinhole size determines the resolution, as well as the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of the acquired image. The smaller the pinhole, the better the
resolution, since more of the out-of-focus rays are blocked. This is illustrated
in the confocal setup picture, where most of the out-of-focus rays (in dashed
lines) from above and below the in-focus plane are blocked out. However,
there will be no marked increase in resolution if the pinhole becomes smaller
than 1 airy-unit (size of a diffraction-limited spot scaled by the magnification
at the pinhole plane). The theoretical lateral resolution achievable is 0.37λ
NA
[96]
while the axial resolution has been given as 0.64λ
n−√n2−NA2 [96] and
1.4nλ
NA2
[132],
where n is the refractive index of the medium, NA is the numerical aperture
of the objective lens and λ is the excitation wavelength.
5.3 Experiment
5.3.1 Samples
Porcine tendon and posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) were embedded in
optimal cutting temperature compound at -25oC. The samples were then cut
into thin sections using a cryostat (Leica CM3050S) and soaked in 1× PBS to
remove the excess embedding compound. Next, the sections were placed on
glass microscope slides, and # 1.5 coverslips were mounted on top with the
aqueous mounting media. Tweezers were used to gently lower the coverslip
on the microscope slide to avoid creating any air bubbles. After the samples
were dried, nail polish was applied on the corners to seal the samples. Note
that this study is exempt from the Illinois Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee (IACUC).
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5.3.2 Experimental setup
Figure 5.2: Experimental setup. The yellow region represents part of the
setup that requires critical pre-calibration. The bold red line shows the
path of the illuminating beam. The thin magenta line represents the
common path taken by the emitted signals on reflection by the
beamsplitter, while the thin red and blue lines show the paths taken by the
confocal and SHG signals, respectively.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the SPPARC optical setup. A Ti:sapphire laser sys-
tem (Spectra-Physics Mai-Tai) produces 100 fs duration pulses spectrally
centered at 780 nm. The polarization state of the input beam is set using
a polarization state generator (PSG) [127]. This beam is directed through a
cube beam-splitter (30:70) and subsequently relayed by mirrors and lenses. A
strain-free objective (Olympus ACHN40XP 0.65NA 40×) focuses the beam
onto the sample. This relatively lower numerical aperture and strain-free
objective is used to allow the focusing behavior to be satisfied within scalar
diffraction theory [133], and to minimize unwanted polarization scattering ef-
fects. Scanning galvo mirrors sweep the beam across a ∼200 µm field-of-view
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on the sample. The epi-scattered signal is collected by the same objective,
and guided back through the initial path up till the beam-splitter which par-
tially reflects it towards a polarization state analyzer (PSA) [127] to measure
the polarization state of the signal. The beam is focused through a 50 µm
diameter pinhole at the conjugate plane and then measured by a photomul-
tiplier tube (PMT) detector DCONF to obtain polarimetric confocal images
via different PSG-PSA configurations. SHG images at 390 nm are obtained
using right circularly polarized light and no PSA, by inserting mirror M3
into the beam path. This deflects the beam towards a short-pass (Semrock
FF01-680/SP-25) and band-pass (Semrock FF01-390/BP-18-25) filter com-
bination so as to allow only the second-harmonic signal through, which is
then detected by the PMT (DSHG).
5.3.3 Setup calibration and Mueller matrix characterization
Figure 5.3: Mueller matrix characterization of the optical system. (a) The
forward matrix, MF . (b) The forward + backward matrix, MFB, using a
mirror M in place of the sample. The arrows to the right bottom corner
indicate the path traveled by the beam from generation to analysis.
Polarimetric images obtained using the setup include polarization contribu-
tions from the optical setup. In order to isolate the sample’s Mueller matrix
contribution, a full characterization of the optical setup’s Mueller matrix is
done. First, the forward matrix MF is obtained by PSA-PSG measurements
using the arrangement in Fig. 5.3(a) to beMF =
(
1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.063 −0.704 −0.391 0.592
−0.083 −0.675 0.644 −0.396
−0.012 −0.052 −0.652 −0.624
)
.
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In a similar manner, the forward+backward matrix MFB was obtained from
the arrangement in Fig. 5.3(b) to be MFB =
(
1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000−0.001 −0.951 −0.224 −0.202
0.039 0.144 0.179 −1.000
0.006 0.422 −0.900 −0.151
)
.
Since we have
MFB = MBMmirrorMF , (5.1)
the backward matrix MB can then be obtained from
MB = MFB(MF )
−1
P (Mmirror)
−1
P , (5.2)
where Mmirror =
(
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
)
is the ideal mirror Mueller matrix reflecting at
normal incidence [134]. Using MF and MB, the sample matrix Msample can
be obtained from the measured matrix Mmeasured via
Msample = (MB)
−1
P Mmeasured(MF )
−1
P . (5.3)
5.4 Results
For a selected region, 36 polarimetric confocal sample images, from six PSA
configurations for each of six PSG states, and a corresponding SHG image
are obtained. Each image spans 512×512 pixels and is collected in ∼120
seconds. The SHG image is binarized by setting a threshold, based on second-
harmonic signal strength, to highlight regions with appreciable collagen. This
thresholded SHG image is then used as a mask to pattern the polarimetric
confocal images. This process has the effect of yielding confocal images of
collagen-rich regions. We subsequently determine the Mueller matrix per
pixel using an image analysis algorithm based on Eq. 3.54, and extract
sub-matrices and scalar parameters using equations in Table B.1. Figure 5.4
shows the confocal (red), SHG (green) and resulting SHG-patterned confocal
(grayscale) images for three layers of a 3D z-stack of porcine tendon, with a
step size of 5 µm. From theoretical considerations [135], the axial resolutions
are calculated to be 1.4·n·λem1/NA2 (= 2.6 µm) for confocal microscopy, and
2.3 ·n ·λem2/NA2 (= 2.1 µm) for SHG microscopy. The emission wavelengths,
λem1 and λem2, are given to be 780 nm and 390 nm respectively, and n is
assumed to be that of air. These values are sufficiently close to show that the
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Figure 5.4: Confocal (red), SHG (green) and resulting masked (gray)
images for three layers (a-c) of a porcine tendon z-stack with a step size of
5 µm. The currently imaged region in a stack is colored in yellow in the
schematic above each column. The 50 µm scale bar applies to only the
masked images.
images are roughly representative of similar planes. Each slice should also
exclude significant out-of-plane signal contamination, since the resolution is
less than the 5 µm layer separation.
The variation of parameters across the three layers imaged is shown in Fig.
5.5. From Fig. 5.5(a), depolarization and circular DOP parameters show a
similar trend, reducing in value with deeper tissue penetration. Diattenua-
tion and linear DOP show minimal variation across layers. The high linear
DOP values indicate that there is a cumulative effect of preserving linear
polarization, which is expected to be along the direction of the fibrils. In
Fig. 5.5(b), it is observed that the average linear retardance reduces with
deeper penetration.
Figure 5.6 shows polarization “heat” map comparisons between selected
parameters from collagen in PCL and the center z-slice of porcine tendon im-
aged. On average, PCL has higher circular DOP values (0.75) than tendon
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Figure 5.5: Variation of mean polarization parameters for collagen across
three porcine tendon layers. (a) Diattenuation, depolarization, linear DOP
and circular DOP, over a 0-to-1 range. (b) Linear retardance over a 0-to-pi
range. The legend shows the color assignment for each parameter.
(0.25). This implies that circularly polarized light preserves its polarization
to a higher degree on passing through PCL. This observation is supported
by the depolarization map, since the reduction of circular DOP most likely
contributes to the overall depolarization of the sample. Ligament and ten-
don are connective tissues that have parallel and tightly packed heteroge-
neous collagen fibers [136]. However, ligament may also include collagen
bundles with spiral arrangement [137], and this additional organization vari-
ation potentially explains the preferential response to circularly polarized
light. Furthermore, the linear retardance of tendon collagen is less than that
of PCL collagen. Since linear retardance is related to the birefringence of the
sample, this seems to imply that the PCL region imaged has higher birefrin-
gence than tendon, which is another expected effect of a spiral/helical fiber
arrangement [138].
Figure 5.7 shows the “heat” map comparisons for some parameters from a
collagen-rich region and non-collagenous EFMC in PCL. The differences in
mean values are more subtle in this case. Also, the polarization data does
not show as much variation as the confocal images, and this may be due to
additional isotropic absorption which varies across the region imaged, and
affects intensity but not polarization information. It is observed that, on av-
erage, the linear DOP is preserved more for PCL collagen than PCL EFMC.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between selected polarization parameter maps
(circular DOP, depolarization and circular retardance) of collagen in
porcine (a) tendon and (b) PCL. The color bars represent the range of
allowed values for each polarization metric. The inset values at the top
right hand of the images are the average parameter values per pixel that
contributes to signal, along with the standard deviation.
This suggests that there are more components that scatter linear polariza-
tion in the EFMC than in fibers. Furthermore, the higher average linear
retardance points to the relatively higher birefringence of collagen compared
with EFMC. A previous study that alludes to this observation showed that
increased presence of other EFMC components such as proteoglycan caused
lower linear birefringence [139], inferring that the EFMC has an average
lower linear retardance than collagen. However, care must be taken in com-
paring these values, as the overlapping error bars suggest that the observed
differences are not statistically significant.
In summary, the multimodal SPPARC microscope was introduced, from
which three-dimensional SHG-patterned confocal microscopy images of colla-
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Figure 5.7: Comparison between selected polarization parameter maps
(diatenuation, linear DOP and linear retardance) for (a) collagen and (b)
EFMC, in porcine PCL. The color bars represent the range of allowed
values for each polarization metric, apart from diattenuation, whose range
has a maximum at 0.5 to increase contrast. The inset values at the top
right hand of the images are the average parameter values per pixel that
contributes to signal, along with the standard deviation.
gen fibers were obtained. We applied linear polarimetric analysis and matrix
decomposition methods to these images in order to obtain rich polarization
information. We also showed that SPPARC microscopy permits label-free
quantitative analysis of the EFMC, which to our knowledge had hereto-
fore not been accomplished. Using MMPD as a decomposition approach,
we highlighted differences in average parameter values between tendon and
PCL collagen, and observed that PCL preserves circular DOP (and hence has
less total depolarization) better than tendon collagen. The variation in pa-
rameters was not as pronounced for the comparison between tendon collagen
and tendon EFMC. We also tracked changes in parameters across layers for
collagen in tendon. The retardance parameters, in particular, showed grad-
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ually decreasing values for deeper penetration. In order to make statistically
significant comparisons with stronger interpretation of results, an in-depth
study involving more samples and further data analysis would be needed.
In addition, the potential of polarimetric measures for differentiation would
be more readily realized for complex microstructures having greater diver-
sity, such as is the case with varying pathologies of cancerous tissues. This
is indeed the focus of ongoing work being undertaken. Furthermore, other
decomposition methods, such as the differential matrix decomposition [124],
can be adapted to SPPARC microscopy.
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CHAPTER 6
ANALYSIS OF STROMAL COLLAGEN IN
BREAST BIOPSIES
6.1 Motivation
Breast cancer is the most predominant cancer in women and accounts for 30%
of all new female cancer cases [140]. Added to the fact that it is the second
leading cause of estimated cancer-related female deaths, the importance of
early diagnosis and prognosis, which leads to better survivability [141], can
be appreciated. The gold standard for cancer diagnosis on breast tissues is
the qualitative assessment of hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained tissues
performed by trained pathologists. Predicting future outcome for patients
has relied on conventional prognostic factors such as tumor size, nuclear
grade and axillary lymph node status [142]. Studies show that there are
other prognostic markers, such as gene-expression signatures, that can more
accurately predict or at the very least, complement current existing criteria
[143].
Prognostic markers increasingly being recognized as important for describ-
ing growth and migration of tumors include the family of extracellular matrix
(ECM) features [144–146]. In particular, the role of collagen in regulating
tumor progression has been previously highlighted. For example, Proven-
zano et al. assigned distinctive signatures of collagen arrangement proximal
to tumors as a means of classification [147]. Subsequent studies showed that
such signatures predict poor outcome in patients, possibly due to provision
of migration tracks that facilitate invasion [148, 149]. Obtaining orientation
signatures, however, involves imaging on scales that reveal structural organi-
zation, and requires image processing in order to reveal quantitative informa-
tion. Collagen density and stiffness also play a critical role in driving tumor
invasion through processes such as increased facilitation of stromal collagen
re-organization [150], modulation of hormone-crosstalk [151] and activation
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of mechanically-sensitive signaling pathways [152]. Thus, this apparent sig-
nificance of collagen and the broader ECM in cancer studies necessitates
approaches for quantitative assessment of this specific environment.
Polarimetry is a powerful tool for collagen assessment, since it is sensi-
tive to information about intrinsic structural properties on molecular and
fibrillar scales [153, 154], hence presenting an evaluative framework for col-
lagen samples. Polarization investigation has previously been implemented
for assessment of both stained [59, 60, 155] and unstained [156–158] sam-
ples, analyzing features such as structural organization, orientation, align-
ment and birefringence. One approach by Ambekar et al. [159] calculated
second-order polarization susceptibility (χ(2)) matrix elements of collagen
using second-harmonic generated intensities. This approach requires the use
of a crystallographic model for fitting acquired signals and subsequent es-
timation of parameters. An alternative polarization framework is Mueller
matrix polarimetry which presents a comprehensive descriptive methodology
since it incorporates the effect of depolarization. Along with other derivable
metrics such as diattenuation and retardance, samples can be objectively
assessed for evaluation. When combined with imaging [134], spatially vary-
ing polarization information can be extracted for better insight into sample
properties [160–162]. As an example, Pierangelo et al. [163] observed that
cancerous colon tissues with high cellular density and vascularization depo-
larized less than non-cancerous tissues, though this was complicated by other
factors such as thickness and penetration level in deeper layers. He et al. [164]
plotted frequency distributions of Mueller matrix images of cervical tissues,
and found larger anisotropy and depolarization in benign tissues compared
to abnormal. Following a similar trend, Tata et al. also observed lower de-
polarization in breast cancer tumors grown in mice compared with normal
regions [165], while Dong et al. [166] observed increased linear retardance for
ductal carcinoma in situ compared with normal tissues.
In the studies highlighted, constituent components in each sample (such as
cells, vascularized regions, nuclei, collagen, mucin and lipids) all contribute to
the polarization response, and not much is done in separating out individual
component polarimetric contributions. As has been motivated earlier, colla-
gen is important for cancer cell development. Hence, it would be beneficial
to isolate the polarimetric contributions of collagen, in order to gain an im-
proved understanding of its role during the breast tumor-microenvironment
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interplay. Second-harmonic generation (SHG) microscopy is a suitable tech-
nique for imaging collagenous tissues, but its nonlinearity complicates po-
larization parameter extraction and interpretation [109, 127, 128]. We have
recently developed second-harmonic patterned polarization-analyzed reflec-
tion confocal microscopy (SPPARC) microscopy as such a method to obtain
the desired discriminatory polarization information in a manner that facili-
tates intuitive meaning of the measured polarization properties [121]. In this
section, we show results on performing SPPARC imaging on varying patholo-
gies of breast tissues, specifically benign (BT), benign adjacent (BAT) and
invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC), in order to tease out differentiating met-
rics in the relevant collagen ultrastructure and extrafibrillar matrix plus cells
(EFMC) region. The EFMC, also introduced in the previous section [121], is
the part of the image captured by confocal microscopy but not by SHG mi-
croscopy, which implies that this section of tissue is the region with negligible
or no collagen. We highlight parameters that exhibit greatest sensitivity to
the different pathologies and present results of variation in these parameters,
making comments about possible causes for these differences. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first time that differences between linear Mueller matrix
polarization response of collagen in benign and malignant breast tissues have
been explored.
6.2 Experiment
6.2.1 Samples
The human breast TMA used in this study (labeled T088b) was purchased
from US Biomax, Inc. The TMA specification obtained from the manufac-
turer includes age, grade, type and pathology diagnosis. Consecutive 25 µm
sections of each tissue core were cut, and one set stained with hematoxylin
and eosin in order to obtain corresponding brightfield images to the SHG im-
ages of the unstained second set. This is done so as to easily highlight regions
of interest in the H&E stained images that will be assessed with SPPARC
on unstained sample. The experiments on the TMA public use data are ex-
empt from review by the University of Illinois Institutional Review Board.
All experiments were carried out in accordance with relevant guidelines and
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regulations.
6.2.2 Experimental setup
Brightfield images of the cores are acquired using a Zeiss observer Z1 in-
verted microscope, as described in the Methods section of Ref [167]. Light
from a halogen lamp source illuminates the sample, and the scattered light,
collected by a 10× Plan-Neofluar objective, is imaged to an Axiocam 503
color CCD camera. SHG imaging of the core samples is performed with a
Zeiss NLO 710 microscope attached to an 80 MHz laser source as described
previously [100, 168]. The SPPARC microscopy setup for collagen Mueller
matrix polarimetry has also previously been described in detail [121]. Briefly,
laser light at a wavelength of 780 nm from a 100 fs pulsed, 80 MHz repetition
rate source is scanned using galvo mirrors and guided towards a strain-free
40× 0.65NA objective lens which focuses the light onto the sample plane.
Epi-directed SHG signals at 390 nm and linearly scattered reflection confo-
cal signals at 790 nm are collected by the same objective, partly reflected
by a beam splitter and relayed to a photomultiplier tube (PMT) detector.
A 50 µm confocal pinhole-PMT arrangement is used to collect the linearly
scattered signals, while the SHG signals are collected by a combination of
SHG filter (18 nm bandwidth centered at 390 nm) and PMT. A polarization
state generator (PSG) and polarization state analyzer (PSA), each compris-
ing reverse arrangements of linear polarizer, half-wave plate and quarter-wave
plate, set up the different optical polarimetric configurations for generation
and analysis of polarization states. For a given region, a complete set of
oversampled polarization information (thirty-six 256×256-pixel images) is
acquired in ∼1 hour. Each acquired image has a pixel size of ∼400 nm.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Analysis
Each polarimetric confocal image is segmented using the SHG image as a
mask. In this way the collagen-rich regions above an SHG signal thresh-
old, and the non-collagenous regions (referred to as extracellular matrix plus
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cells, EFMC) below this threshold can be decoupled. Spatial polarization
information using matrix analysis and MMPD across an image is obtained
per 2×2 binned pixels, in order to mitigate the effect of pixel saturation that
may occur randomly during signal acquisition and for faster analysis.
6.3.2 Results and discussion
Figure 6.1: Composite images, with corresponding source SHG
(pseudo-colored green) and confocal (pseudo-colored red) images, of
orthogonal sample orientations of porcine tendon, used to generate scalar
polarimetric parameters. The similarity in error plots between the
parameters extracted from both orientations shown on the right,
demonstrates the consistent nature of the extracted parameters.
As a first experiment to vet the consistent and intrinsic nature of the scalar
polarimetric values extracted by matrix analysis and MMPD, SPPARC mi-
croscopy was performed on the same region of porcine tendon placed on the
microscope slide holder at orthogonal orientations. It is expected that the
intrinsic polarization response parameters would be invariant to rotation,
even though the measured Mueller matrices would be different (in fact, the
measured matrices should have an orthogonal relationship to each other).
Porcine tendon presents a viable sample for verification studies because it is
rich in fibrillar collagen [169, 170], thus providing a source of strong optical
signals at the fundamental and second harmonic. Figure 6.1 shows the SHG-
confocal image set for a randomly selected region that forms the composite
image used to validate the invariance of the polarimetric parameters to ro-
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tation. The plot on the right in Figure 6.1 shows the mean and standard
deviation values of four polarimetric parameters (depolarization ∆, linear
degree-of-polarization DOPL, retardance R and diattenuation D). There is
close agreement for all the mean values with changes of 8%, 1%, 3% and 5%
for ∆, DOPL, R and D respectively. The similarity in standard deviation val-
ues demonstrates consistency in parameter variation across the field-of-view
considered.
We next proceed to perform imaging and analysis on breast tissues. A
breast tissue micro-array (TMA,) with regions designated above as BT and
BAT as control, along with ILC is assessed using SPPARC microscopy. Each
tissue core has a diameter of ∼1.5 mm and is ∼25 µm thick. More details
about the breast TMA are given in the Methods section. Figure 6.2 shows
SHG images and the corresponding brightfield images of consecutively cut
H&E stained cores for BT, BAT and ILC selected from the TMA. The age
classification for the cores is also shown, with ILC and BAT obtained from
women older than 45 years, while BT samples were obtained from women
younger than 30 years. Stromal regions of interest on the tissue cores consid-
ered are marked in red on the H&E brightfield images, and used as a reference
to perform SPPARC imaging on relevant sections (highlighted with yellow
boxes on the SHG images). We compare the perilobular stroma of BT and
the available stroma adjacent to BAT and surrounding/within ILC. We also
avoid regions which display observable shrinkage and other artifacts due to
tissue processing.
Figure 6.3 shows a pair of SPPARC microscopy images of one selected re-
gion each for BAT and ILC, along with their resulting maps for two extracted
parameters: depolarization and linear degree-of-polarization. In these repre-
sentative examples, it is observed that the depolarization effect of the stroma
within malignant tissue is less than that of the BAT. Thus, the collagen
contribution in malignant tissues shows a similar trend of the lower mean
depolarization reported in previous studies of tumors [163–166]. In contrast,
the effective linear degree-of-polarization of the output light after interaction
with the samples shows the opposite trend.
For increased statistical strength, SPPARC microscopy is performed on 47
regions comprising 23 ILC and 24 benign regions (11 BT and 13 BAT sec-
tions). We find that the greatest parameter differences from collagen in ILC
come from those in BAT sections. This suggests that the collagen optical
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Figure 6.2: SHG (black-and-white) and H&E stained (color) images of
consecutively cut sections of breast TMA cores from benign tissues (BT),
benign adjacent tissues (BAT) and invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC).
Regions of interest marked in red in the H&E images guide the selection of
regions which undergo SPPARC analysis (marked by yellow boxes in the
SHG images).
properties change most in the vicinity of tumors. We highlight in Fig. 6.4 the
error bar comparisons of different parameters between BAT and ILC in colla-
gen and the EFMC (the full plots showing comparison between BT, BAT and
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Figure 6.3: Two TMA sample cores: one each from ILC (top left) and BAT
(top right) core. SPPARC images for selected regions with stromal collagen
within tumor for ILC and stromal collagen in benign tissue adjacent to
tumor for BAT are shown. The corresponding depolarization and linear
DOP parameter spatial maps are also shown, revealing a lower
depolarization and higher linear degree-of-polarization for stromal collagen
within tumor.
Figure 6.4: Plots of parameter mean and standard deviation comparing
stromal collagen within tumor (ILC) with stromal collagen in benign tissue
adjacent to tumor (BAT) for both collagen and the EFMC. The two plots
exhibit similar trend of lower depolarization, lower diattenuation and higher
linear degree-of-polarization for stromal collagen within malignant tissue.
ILC are shown in the Supplementary Information). As previously observed
in the analysis of a pair of regions, stromal collagen within malignant tissues
shows average lower ∆ values than in BAT. We hypothesize that this may
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be due to the fact that malignancy induces less optical scattering, and hence
less polarization decoherence, as a result of stiffening of the surrounding stro-
mal collagen. Stromal stiffening is an effect of increased matrix deposition
leading to cross-linking in the tumor micro-environment [152, 171, 172]. A
similar trend of reduced D for stromal collagen within ILC implies a reduc-
tion of preferential absorption of incident polarized light. We propose that
this may be due to the loss in general optical anisotropy in stromal colla-
gen [173], influenced by the haphazard growth and invasive behavior of the
tumor. DOPL shows the reverse trend, with stromal collagen in ILC pre-
serving linear degree-of-polarization more than collagen in BAT. The overall
stromal collagen relationship is also noted for the EFMC, although there ap-
pears to be slightly higher spread in the parameter variation as captured by
the standard deviation.
It is important to note that the stromal collagen regions around malignant
tissues assessed are themselves not classified as malignant. However, we do
note differences in the polarization response depending on whether the colla-
gen is in the vicinity of the tumors, adjacent to tumors or in benign tissues.
When the malignancy arises from stromal collagen and other mesenchymal
tissues, it is referred to as sarcoma [19,174], which is not what we believe to
be the case here.
6.4 Summary
In conclusion, we experimentally demonstrated the consistency of SPPARC
analysis, and compared metrics between perilobular stroma in benign mam-
mary tissue, and the available stroma adjacent to and surrounding malignant
invasive lobular carcinoma. To our knowledge, this is the first time that such
comparison of the linear Mueller matrix polarization response targeting stro-
mal collagen in benign and around malignant breast tissues has been done.
The most noticeable differences in metrics occur between BAT and stromal
tissue around malignant tissues, where depolarization, diattenuation and lin-
ear degree-of-polarization appear to be sensitive tissue pathology. A key
observation is that stroma surrounding malignant tissues shows lower depo-
larization, lower diattenuation and higher linear degree-of-polarization than
stroma adjacent to malignant tissues. These results pave the way for an
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expanded study involving more varied pathologies, and multivariate analysis
that incorporates age, disease stage and more pathology diagnoses.
A current limitation is the data acquisition time for SPPARC microscopy.
The process is currently being optimized for faster acquisition. In addition,
experiments suggest that the parameter sensitivity increases with sample
thickness, and hence use of thicker samples will enhance the differences in
polarimetric effect, and aid in more accurate distinction of pathologies. Fur-
thermore, a potentially interesting study would be a comparison of the polar-
ization response between the briefly highlighted sarcoma and benign stromal
collagen.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
This dissertation reports on work done to incorporate polarization metrol-
ogy with nonlinear collagen-specific microscopy in order to quantitatively
assess stromal collagen for deeper understanding and potential diagnostic
and prognostic insight. In particular, the development and demonstration of
two second-harmonic generation and Mueller matrix based techniques were
shown – Mueller matrix second-harmonic generation (MMSHG) microscopy
and second-harmonic patterned polarization analyzed reflection confocal (SP-
PARC) microscopy. The latter was then used to assess the stroma within
and adjacent to breast biopsies.
MMSHG microscopy, based on a nonlinear generalized extension of the lin-
ear Mueller matrix, was experimentally demonstrated for extracting nonlin-
ear Mueller matrices used to quantitatively assess collagen samples. Specif-
ically, the output Stokes vector was measured and used to determine the
two-photon Mueller matrix and degree of polarization. A new metric, the
bimodal mean difference (µd), was derived from the degree of polarization
distribution model and it was observed that this metric showed increasing
variation with thickness of porcine tendon samples. The increased variation
is expected since thicker samples scatter light more.
SPPARC microscopy was implemented for generation of three-dimensional
SHG-patterned confocal microscopy images of collagen fibers. Linear polari-
metric analysis and matrix decomposition methods were employed in order to
obtain rich polarization information. It was shown that SPPARC microscopy
allowed for label-free quantitative analysis of the EFMC. Using MMPD as
a decomposition approach, we highlighted differences in average parameter
values between tendon and PCL collagen, and observed that PCL preserves
circular DOP more (and hence has less total depolarization) than tendon col-
lagen. The variation in parameters was not as pronounced for the comparison
between tendon collagen and tendon EFMC. These parameter changes were
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tracked across layers for collagen in tendon. The retardance parameters, in
particular, showed gradually reducing values for deeper penetration.
SPPARC was then applied for analysis of the perilobular stroma in benign
mammary tissue, and the available stroma adjacent to (benign adjacent tis-
sue, or BAT) and surrounding malignant invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC).
The most noticeable differences in metrics occur between BAT and stromal
tissue around malignant tissues, where depolarization, diattenuation and lin-
ear degree-of-polarization appear to be sensitive tissue pathology. It was also
observed that the stroma surrounding malignant tissues showed lower depo-
larization, lower diattenuation and higher linear degree-of-polarization than
the stroma adjacent to malignant tissues.
7.1 Future directions
Establishing a robust model for polarization investigative techniques, that
can reveal intuitive parameters for describing collagen properties, is an over-
arching goal for this research work. Hence, one future direction would be
developing such polarization models, and attempting to link them with cur-
rently existing parameters, verifiable by experiments. Preliminary work done
on one such analysis using a simple polarization model in comparing MMSHG
and SPPARC data is discussed in the next section.
7.1.1 Comparison of MMSHG and SPPARC data
As already explained, MMSHG and SPPARC microscopy both use the idea
of combining SHG microscopy with Mueller matrix polarimetric metrology
to retrieve parameters that are descriptive of the polarization response of
the sample. However, how they go about integrating these techniques are
different. While MMSHG imaging is performed in the forward direction
and uses nonlinear polarimetry on the second-harmonic signals, SPPARC
signals are collected in the epi-direction and polarimetry is done on the linear
confocal signals; SHG is only used as a mask in the latter case. Even though
some of the metrics obtained have similar definitions, it may not be trivial
to relate them simply, especially because of the nonlinearity that exists for
polarimetry on second-order signals. Hence, we re-examine the underlying
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mechanism of signal generation in both techniques, propose a hypothesis on
how we think signal scattering affects the optical properties and compare
experimental results.
Figure 7.1: Simple scattering model showing paths linear photons (red) and
second-order photons (blue) can take after interaction in a focal volume.
Figure 7.1 shows an illustration of a proposed model showing different
paths light can take after scattering from a focal volume (shown by the el-
lipse) for a given thickness [≈ hin+hout] of a sample having scatterers. For the
linear scattering case (shown in red), there are five scattering events shown.
The rays marked A are the forward ballistic photons, while those marked B
are the forward snake photons (ballistic photons are photons with no scatter-
ing, while snake photons are those with minimal ‘snaking’ scattering [175]).
Rays C are the forward scattered photons for which severe scattering causes
backward propagation. Rays D and E are the generated backward ballis-
tic and snake photons, respectively. It is expected that photons can bounce
around multiple times, but we assume that the intensity will be negligible for
two or more scattering events. The model for the linearly scattered signal
is the same for the second-harmonic signals (shown in blue and labeled F
to J), though the intensity is considerably smaller. MMSHG deals with the
nonlinear rays F, G. SPPARC deals with linear rays C, D, E (and uses rays
H, I, J for masking).
Supposing we set hin to be small enough that its scattering and absorption
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effects on the excitation field are negligible, then we can proceed to make a
few predictions. An obvious one is that the smaller hout is, the ‘sharper’ the
image, since there is less scattering of the signals. This means that MMSHG
images would have less depolarization (effectively more average degree-of-
polarization), and smaller bimodal mean difference µd. Also, the thicker hout
is, the larger the SPPARC linear and SHG signals become, because there is
a greater distance over which photons C and H can occur. This means that
given an imaging depth hin, the backward scattered signals increase with hout.
Equivalently, the penetration depth achievable increases with sample thick-
ness. In terms of polarimetric information, we expect that the greater con-
tribution of scattered signals would result in more depolarization for thicker
samples.
Figure 7.2: Comparison of SPPARC and MMSHG parameters for (a) 10
µm and (b) 100 µm thick porcine tendon at an imaging depth of 5 µm. We
observe that for thicker samples, there is less nonlinear peff and less linear
pavg and µd
These observations give us a basis to correlate (albeit roughly) parameters
such as SPPARC linear depolarization on the one hand, and MMSHG bi-
modal mean difference and average degree-of-polarization (pavg). The latter
is the p average obtained across all probing input polarizations. A series of
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experiments were carried out on 10 µm and 100 µm thick porcine tendon sam-
ples at an imaging depth of hin = 5 µm. An effective degree-of-polarization
parameter peff=(1 − ∆) is introduced for SPPARC to maintain consistency
with pavg (=
1
9
∑9
m=0 pm) from MMSHG. Figure 7.2 shows the results ob-
tained. It is observed that the 10 µm thick collagen samples have higher
SPPARC peff than 100 µm thick samples. As stated earlier, we suggest that
this is due to greater probability of C-type rays for the thicker sample. We
also notice that the MMSHG pavg for the same region has higher values in
10 µm thick samples, along with lower µd mean, still pointing to the effects
of scattering. More experiments over a variety of thicknesses should be car-
ried out to make stronger statements about trend consistency, and to make
comments on other parameters such as retardance and diattenuation.
7.1.2 Other directions
By combining with other polarization and non-polarization based techniques,
SHG can be used as a delineating mask to reveal properties that are partic-
ular to collagenous tissues. For example, it can be integrated with third-
harmonic generation imaging (THG) to probe collagen interface effects as
well as spectroscopic imaging for collagen content analysis.
Another area for future research will involve optimization of the optical
setup to allow for faster acquisition. This will necessitate parallel optimiza-
tion of the data acquisition code for the detector, and use of automated liquid
crystal elements for polarization state generation and analysis. Achieving this
will enable stronger statistical significance for experimental data due to the
ability to investigate higher number and greater diversity of samples.
The current analysis methods for Mueller matrices could also be extended
to other methods (such as differential matrix decomposition), because even
though these take more computational resources, they are potentially more
insightful. In addition, not all matrices extracted during the imaging process
are physically realizable (due to noise and detection error). By optimizing for
the closest possible realizable matrix using computational approaches, more
accurate representative data can be extracted.
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APPENDIX A
POLARIMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
Linear and nonlinear polarimetric measurement angles for the PSG and PSA
module arrangement using discrete optical components (Fig. A.1) are shown
in Tables A.1 and A.2, respectively. The gray rows specify measurements
taken for only nonlinear polarimetry.
Table A.1: Linear polarizer, quarter-wave plate and half-wave plate
combinations for the polarization state generator
PSG State LP Angle (o) HWP Angle (o) QWP Angle (o)
H 0.00 0.00
V 0.00 45.00
P 0.00 22.50
P ∗ 0.00 337.50
R 0.00 22.50 90.00
R∗ 0.00 337.50 90.00
HP 0.00 11.25
VR∗ 0.00 56.25 90.00
P ∗R 0.00 56.25 135.00
Table A.2: Linear polarizer, quarter-wave plate and half-wave plate
combinations for the polarization state analyzer.
PSA State QWP Angle (o) HWP Angle (o) LP Angle (o)
H 0.00 0.00
V 45.00 0.00
P 22.50 0.00
P ∗ 337.50 0.00
R 90.00 22.50 0.00
R∗ 90.00 337.50 0.00
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Figure A.1: Arrangement of discrete optical components for polarimetric
measurements.
Calibration for the discrete optical components proceeds in this way:
• Linear polarizers are characterized using another reference linear polar-
izer. The Malus’ curve shows a cosine-squared curve having maximum
intensity (Imax) when the polarizers have their axis aligned, and mini-
mum intensity (Imin) when the axes are orthogonal to each other (90
◦
angle). The quality of the polarizer can be captured by the extinction
ratio ( Imax
Imin
).
• Half-wave plates can be calibrated using two linear polarizers. When
the polarizers are aligned, rotating the half-wave plate also produces the
cosine-squared curve, with a maximum when the fast-axis of the wave-
plate is aligned with the polarizers and a minimum (≈ 0) when it is 45◦
to the polarizer axes. If the polarizer axes are originally orthogonal to
each other, the cosine-squared curve has its maximum and minimum
shifted by 45◦.
• Quarter-wave plates can be calibrated by also using two linear polariz-
ers. For aligned polarizers, rotating the quarter-wave plate produces a
cosine-squared curve that goes from a maximum when the fast-axis of
the wave-plate is aligned with the polarizers to a minimum value when
it is 45◦ to the polarizers’ axes. However, this minimum is not ≈ 0,
but is ≈ Imax
2
. If the polarizer axes are orthogonal to each other, the
cosine-squared curve has its maximum at when the half-wave plate is
45◦ to either polarizer axis.
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APPENDIX B
MUELLER MATRIX ANALYSIS
B.1 Some polarization parameters
Table B.1: Description of selected scalar parameters obtainable from the
sub-matrix decomposition of the Mueller matrix (first two), and directly
from the Mueller matrix (last three) [117,176]
Scalar Metric
Mathematical
Definition
Description
diattenuation D = norm( ~D)
Measure of the dependence of
the transmittance of the
system on incident
polarization. Obtained from
the diattenuation vector.
depolarization ∆ = 1− |Tr(MR)− 1|
3
Measure of depolarization
power of the depolarizer
matrix on a polarized incident
source. Obtained from the
depolarization matrix.
linear
retardance
RL =
cos−1[((mR11 +mR22)2 +
(mR11 +mR22)
2)
1
2 − 1]
Degree of change in
retardance for linearly
polarized light.
linear DOP DOPL =
m10 +m11
m00 +m01
Degree to which linearly
polarized input light preserves
its polarization. state.
circular DOP DOPC =
m30 +m33
m00 +m03
Degree to which circularly
polarized input light preserves
its polarization. state.
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B.2 Mueller matrix polar decomposition
Given a Mueller matrix M , we can proceed to decompose in the following
way:
• Find ~DT by taking the top right 1×3 row vector; this is the diattenu-
ation vector.
• Find ~P by taking the bottom left 3×1 column vector; this is the polar-
izance vector.
• We then obtain the diattenuation submatrix as:
mD =
√
1−D2I + (1−
√
1−D2)DˆDˆT , (B.1)
where I is the 3×3 identity matrix, D =
√
D21 +D
2
2 +D
2
3 is the diat-
tenuation scalar and Dˆ =
~D
D
is the unit diattenution vector. We then
also obtain MD.
• We solve for M ′ = M∆MR by:
M ′ = MM−1D . (B.2)
We take the bottom right 3×3 submatrix of M ′ as m′.
• Next we obtain m∆ as
m∆ = ±
[
m′(m′)T + (
√
λ1λ2 +
√
λ2λ3 +
√
λ1λ3)I
]−1
×
[
(
√
λ1 +
√
λ2 +
√
λ3)m
′(m′)T +
√
λ1λ2λ3I
]
.
(B.3)
• We obtain the depolarization polarizance vector ~P∆ as:
~P∆ =
~P −m ~D
1−D2 . (B.4)
• We can now build up M∆ from m∆ and ~P∆. The depolarization scalar
is obtained as ∆ = 1− |Tr(m∆)|
3
.
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• Lastly, we can solve for MR using
MR = M
−1
∆ M
′ . (B.5)
The retardance scalar, R = cos−1
[
Tr(MR)
2
− 1
]
.
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APPENDIX C
COMMENTS ON SOME EXPERIMENTAL
SPECIFICATIONS
C.1 Laser source
The laser source used for all experiments is the Mai Tai HP mode-locked
Ti:sapphire laser from Spectra-Physics. It is able to generate femtosecond
pulses (required for efficient second-harmonic generation) over a broadband
wavelength (λ) range from 690 nm to 1020 nm. However, all experiments are
carried out at 780 nm (laser settings are optimized at 800 nm), with light
having a pulse width of < 100 fs.
C.2 Detectors
Two detectors are used for capturing SHG and confocal images. The forward
detection (for MMSHG experiments) uses a water cooled Hamamatsu Im-
agEM C9100-13 electron multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD) hav-
ing 512×512 16 µm pixels, suited for high dynamic range imaging. For
epi-detection (in SPPARC experiments), a H10721 Hamamatsu photosensor
module containing a photomultiplier tube (PMT) with high gain is used.
Sources of noise include dark noise (for the EMCCD), ripple noise (for the
PMT) and shot noise.
C.3 Acquisition speed
The acquisition speed differs for the forward and backward images. Since the
forward collection uses a random galvo-scan, and full field-of-view imaging,
the typical acquisition time for a 512×512 pixel image of a 5 µm porcine
tendon sample is 2 s (exposure time). This translates to an ∼ 8 µs pixel dwell
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time. Of course, this considers SNR of good visual quality. For the backward
collected signal, the requirement of a galvo raster-scan and a PMT readout
for point-by-point image building necessitates tight synchronization. The
experiments achieved an acquisition time of ∼50 s, yielding a pixel-dwell time
of ∼190 µs. The speed of acquisition can be increased with implementation
of an electro-optic or acousto-optic modulator, and faster synchronization
program.
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